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D.A. Powell

Love to Love You Baby
If I die in a hotel fire it’ll be because I had the headphones on
with the jack on the wrong side and that drum kicking. No
I’m not touching myself, though this’d be the song to do it to
because it’s long. But so’s “Spring Affair” & I’d never beat off to
that. The key is, I suppose, to stop sleeping in hotels. Stop
being gay for pay on the university diversity chitlin’ circuit.
“MacArthur Park” is on. I can’t quote you the lyrics, so
Google it. Some of you know anyway. There’s a tragic cake.
I know I shouldn’t be interested in cake. Especially chanson de cake
with a triangle tinkling in the background, plus the color
of the icing I find so off-putting. But who doesn’t crave sweets.
And as long as that song goes on, the clothes are bound to come off
wherever you are. And then there’s those slow parts.
“Dim All the Lights” started that way: winding up, and her voice
so pouty. I’d build a life around those horns and strings
and come up to the hotel room afterward to try on your coat.
I thought I heard someone say, “let me feel you up.”
That made for a bad transition. “I needed to feel inspired again.”
That’s even worse. It only leads to “Bad Girls.” Is there a smoke
alarm in here? I am a torch, we could just go up in seconds.
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Cate Marvin

Next of Kin
The pastry shop’s caught on fire. Baby waves
at the fire truck. Like any baby, Baby waves at
anything and anybody. That bus that drove us
immediately past the flames ate up the pastry
shop. Baby’s confection unto herself, which is
why Mother hands down that look saying you
have no right to even think of slapping Baby.
Baby’s small and smug as a snail, neater than
a crisply-tied bow, wakes daily cleaner unto
herself soiled than we do walking down aisles
formally garbed, gifting ourselves unto death.
That she-bastard baby, always waving! Nerve.
Mother’s moving through rooms as if nothing
strange’s occurred, as if the baby’s come from
nowhere but her own body, that baby waving
at everything and everybody. Nerve. Whoever
heard anything so sad as what that baby will
have to go through? She refused to disclose its
paternity. Is it a lap child? (Mother is boarding
a plane with Baby in tow.) And how come that
baby’s hair’s gold, when hers is dark? Strange
eyes, it’s got, oh, not to mention all those rows
on rows of teeth: how does she manage to feed
it? (Excited, Baby sank her teeth into her mother’s
shoulder.) Now everything’s burnt down, and all
that baby does is smile. Dogs snarl like insults
hurled in our kitchens as Baby drops morsels
off her high-chair’s side for her dog to snap up
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snappishly. Good girl, murmuring, she touches
electrical outlets outright, shakes her head No.
She’s been told. But who cares where a baby’s
come from once Baby’s arrived? All the sugary
shops are done for. Baby’s hair grows like floss
straight off her skull. She is candy, she is cupid,
she is grunting and pooping. Mother with dun
hair and smudged eyes yawns as Baby waves
at an ossified hotel, at the worn lovers in check
out lines, at the mad old woman with mirrored
sunglasses perched on the noble deck of her face,
because this much is clear: Baby’s got years on
you. She’s welcoming this bad world, she’ll grab
your sad ass and spit you up on her pinkest bib.
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Epistle, Many-Pronged
Mortification, I’ve known your corpse lips.
I’ve undone your pants, reached in to make
balloon animals. Once I twisted you a pink
and silver rabbit-eared hat. You squeaked,
I swore I’d someday Swinburne you. Later,
slumped over and listless on that bench in
the train station, I swore I could feel you as
you walked hurriedly past. Always know I
do not consider you obliged to return this
ugliness to my return address, this epistle
requiring a special envelope, one fashioned
to accommodate its many bristles, a sort of
crate that allowed it to continually stake its
blooms outward throughout postal transit,
a flight that allowed its origami hothouse of
hatreds to arrive, serve up its towering ups
on this simple, on this seemingly unspecified
afternoon upon your doorstep. It was never
a simple plant. Like most bad thoughts, first
it grew untended, loved being a weed-beast.
Like a nasty glance, it rose unbidden, as if it
had come into its own as soon as it was born.
Yet it had the sense to shrink when meticulous
neighbors began eying it by the gate in hopes
of trimming it back, so my lawn might appear
to have more order. I always suspected it had
a silence it worked itself toward, in the manner
seeds germinate in the dark, in the same way
a sack of potatoes will grow raw hairs inside
the cabinets that sit beneath our kitchen sinks.
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Before long it buckled the sidewalk, suffering
me a week-long headache just in figuring out
how many stamps a ten-pound plant requires,
carefully wrapping it so it’d arrive undamaged.
Do its fronds now reach down into that joyously
peopled-square you cordoned off inside yourself
back when I proffered the paw of my hand? You
yourself, being also peopled with demons, will
no doubt understand the lengths that I went to,
ensuring it remain intact throughout its transit.
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Yellow Rubber Gloves
Sisters, why bother? The telling is done.

I once fancied myself centaur, sweeping
floors with my tail as my arms sunk deep
into dishwater, half lost, indeed, looking
almost as if they’d been clean lopped off.
Mopping up all that blood, rusty strings
on the mop dragging their fat hairs along
the linoleum: I’m never surprised when
someone calls me lady. They may as well
call me a cleaning lady. Though I know
they mean Lady! As in, What the hell do
you think you’re doing, Lady! I am merely
washing dishes. Yours. It makes me want
to give in, adopt those dozen cats, makes
me nervous enough to count how many
cigarettes I’ve got left. I’ve seen the lines
inching across my face. I’m wise enough
to know no great plans are afoot, I’ve no
hope of launching any ships, and, besides,
I’m done with beauty. They say the hands
go first, then the eyes. Then you get a little
pinched, whiskery around the lips. I’m not
adverse to invisibility. I’m already used to
getting shoved aside anyway, sitting small
as a pin between men spreading their legs
on packed subways. I’m the blunt cunt who
should have known long ago it’s about time
I shut my fucking hole. But bring my hands
deep into suds, watch me muck with the dirt
of men’s dishes, you’ll see I really know what
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I’m doing. My advice: yellow rubber gloves
will save your hands, young bitches, awful
twats who think you’ll never be me. Trust
me as I never trusted myself. We’re in this
together. Look at your hands! Who else did
you think he had in mind, undermining your
time by leaving dish after dirty dish behind?
And try using a milder solution. It may bubble
up less, but, being less caustic, the fewer skin
cells it destroys. Who do you sleep beside? Also,
lotion is important. Apply it just after washing
dishes and every night before you go to bed.
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Peter Cooley

Lullaby
“Pooh, Mommy, let me hold you,”
I whispered, picking my mother up
from the toy box in my closet where she slept
with Mr. Potato Head, Buddy and Papa Bear I’d amputated,
castrated, beheaded, gutted,
restuffed with gym socks I’d jacked off into.
She was a good mommy and fell asleep
within the dream as I started nursing her on my boy tits,
giving her as much sustenance as she provided me
the ten years before Daddy found her in the garage,
her jugular open to the ten watt
under which she tried to fuck the homeless guy
who claimed this space was his and did her in.
The garage was for rats, Daddy was mouse.
After she passed, he raised me happily ever after.
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Viewing the Corpse
Mother in the morgue, you are you- and- not- you,
mother-and-not-mother mummied on the stretcher,
totem, mommy doll, mannequin, two days dead.
Your hair has been plastered back by tie-clipped morticians,
one of them now at hand, alabaster fist
gripping Dad’s wheelchair while we bear witness:
yes, you are the you- we- said- that- you- were.
Scene Two: again a you- and- not- you,
this giftwrapped box of ashes in a traveling bag
one pays for dearly at the expensive shoppes.
What has been my purchase? You were “just my mother”
in my words you threw back as I grew away,
my hardening body pushing me where you could never touch,
just as my daughters expelled me in their time.
Mother, I couldn’t touch you, the body I came from.
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George Kalamaras

Letter to Tony from Cheyenne Wells
These lines that lift their backs up in the middle—span-worm lines, we may call
them—are not to be commended for common use because some great poets have
now and then admitted them. They have invaded some of our recent poetry as
the canker-worms gather on our elms in June. Emerson has one or two of them
here and there, but they never swarm on his leaves so as to frighten us away from
their neighborhood. —Oliver Wendell Holmes, 1884
And so, we come to a special application of death.
All this has an Old Testament tone.
Idealism denies the existence of scarlet fever in a sod hut on the Colorado plains,
eighteen miles west of the Kansas state line.
Otherwise known as, measure this mouth. Otherwise known as, loved and seen that
deeply.
In the next to last chapter, a plant grows from the left big toe.
Hidden amid underfur and long, coarse guard hairs are the porcupine’s 30,000
barbed quills, some three inches long.
I dreamt I was writing a Zen poem to Alvaro. Economic. Compressed.
I kept saying One everything. One this, One that. One mind. One breath. One
soundly sleeping dog (okay—I confess—two affectionate hounds).
Feel the full milk in the throat, building each twenty-eight days: a mountain lake
due west, where forever happens all at once amid golden shivering aspen, talus
and scree.
How do you make each boulder seem seen, Tony? Large? Quiet as you are in
Rogers Park? In the Chicago Loop? Amidst all the scrapings of Magritte across
the street on the second floor of the south wing of the Art Institute?
If I said a train crawled from my chest, would you call me the fireplace brick in
Magritte’s Time Transfixed?
If I sat hours before Delvaux’s The Village of the Mermaids, would you forgive the spot
of semen that leaked out onto the seam of my jeans?
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The Cheyenne Indians had a well, here, for water. A regular stop on the stagecoach
from Kansas City to Denver.
Miles of your meditation flow toward me. Like span-worms. Like canker-worms
exciting the lines.
One breath. The seer and the seen. The semen and the seam.
One coonhound. Two. One stray bluetick, euthanized, named Ginny. One rescued,
named Blue. 30,000 loosely anchored quills. Never released.
We write whatever instrument the world gifts us.
How, exactly, Whitman came to be published in Harper’s Weekly remains beautifully
unclear.
First, the visitation. The tongue of flame, in lovemaking, going down. Down the
throat into the tender breast.
Then the desire to procreate. Long pliable lines, messy and languidly lull.
Thus, it is with some ontological trepidation we might posit that Ginsberg only wore one
shoe, ate with one chopstick, loved with just one testicle.
Your book on Buddhism and Ginsberg. Chapter One, page one. Mind-breaths, Tony.
How scarlet fever got passed child to child. Sod to sod. Wichita to Dodge. Dodge
City to Cheyenne Wells.
What passed to the mother from the daughter’s limbs, suddenly limp?
The writer who draws this portrait must have similar characteristics to the nudes
standing before Delvaux.
A gorgeous spot-fire farmed between the thighs.
One Waldo. One Ralph. One fastidious demand of the body begging the brushstroke
for clothes.
Too much has been made of Emerson’s mysticism. He never let go the string of his
balloon. Never blew the breath of his mind entirely into his heart.
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One inquisitive timber wolf. Head tilted. Ear cocked. Less timber, less wolf.
Otherwise known as, measure this mouth. Otherwise known as, gorgeous mountain
meadow vole.
The seer and the seen. An unshielded porcupine belly just over the state line. The
semen, the seam.
I hate to be gazed upon—that deeply, Tony. The palpitating hearts of the night
animals shiver at the scream of a rabbit carried off by an owl, all the way nearly
to Kansas, sounding very much like a human child.

(for Tony Trigilio)
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Letter to Hugo from Nowhere
It was the animal testicle you ate

that spring when the herds swayed down from Glacier.
It brought you something low-slung through bunchgrass.
First, the snows thawed like a man without a drink,
all night with no ride and only the sweats.
Then inside storms found rain could never heal.
I want to say it right, even if I might
miss your grave with an occasional twelve-beat line.
Form equals content. We want order. We crave.
Trains couple on the track. We’re frayed, already
stuck in our words like dogs swollen
into each other. They know no other
way. They whine. Howl. They’re nowhere
and so am I, mending snow-fence against weight.
Something is always wet and drift. That part
of me frozen in the hunched shoulder.
I thought my life would be a shame. Thoreau.
Emerson. Times with books I want to die. We
were kids together, Dick, you and I. Decades
and now death separate us. I’m sorry.
You never meant to hurt. You hurt me
with your poems, even where they healed. How could
anyone with such pain refuse death in the face?
We need a name, strong and belligerent,
fleeing north with the war party like Rain-in-the-Face.
They say he got the name when in a fight
in his youth his cheeks were streaked with Cheyenne blood.
We need a word against the massacre
of our mouths, a gone-wrong to stand our strength
against sorrows of the entire whirl
whipping us from Wilsall to Clyde Park and all
the way to Ringling. This is no circus.
We speak hoops of fire the tigers take.
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Roar and pace, and somehow we leap through.
Our words, serious as strife and girth.
The lives we’ve died to get here are real. Ask
Emerson who read the Upanishads.
Ask Thoreau how many lives it takes just to
become human. And still he stroked a locust
as if honey tippled inside the leaves.
We might forget the bees until the stinging
comes. Sometimes in orgasm. Sometimes
in death. We tremble and sweat and shake
we never met. We’ll one day meet, I swear,
even if I write a poem as if you spoke
from absolutely nowhere, as if I bought
your life back with stalks of cheat grass. A poem
about something’s nothing, though that nothing
is never absolute. The ten-beat line
might give it shape, drive, and not from the beating
hands of grandparents angry with guttural rain.
When will you be reborn? Where? Will your mother
keep you this time, even if unwed? How
can I find? You are nowhere and still
steering your Buick from frown to frown,
whipping the wheel from Missoula through wide
river valleys to Choteau, Montana.
Even here in Colorado, you carve
me down from the ranches of Livermore
to Fort Collins where I first read your words
from Kicking Horse as I sat at Horsetooth
Reservoir and imagined I was you.
It was the animal. You ate the way
it bled from the neck. You ate the way
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it fled from people pushing from behind.
Angry spurs and angry ways, a Philco
in west Seattle toward which you had to strain
to hear jazz when grandparents went to bed
at eight. A later ache in Deer Lodge or Butte
when you tuned your car to weather, static
pop and snap in the vast in-between. First
the snows, then the thaw, then sheets and sheets
of impossible mountain rain. Sink, now,
into sound ground, Dick.
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Letter to Robert from Ridgeway
I have all but four of your 75 books, Robert. This is not self-praise but to say I
am still somehow wanting. Last night, throughout sleep, I held a young woman
thirty years, though I am thirty-four years happy with my wife. Her name was
Larissa, the same name as Yuri Zhivago’s lover. I do not exaggerate, nor can
I ignore the fact that Yuri, in Russian, means George. We are in love with a
primitive sadness. With all we can possibly regret? Schenkel said, Submission
is the effort of the inferior to attain friendly or harmonious social integration.
Wolves are not people, outside of some magical moment in Grimm’s. They
are certainly not books of poems with many words lined against one another,
spines sun-bleached, as if hens’ teeth in the belly of a whale. I could work with
questionnaires. I could ask you in multiple ways how much weeping—and
where—entered your poems. Ridgeway resembles the Himalayas. Cross your
leg and meditate on these mountains. What strikes me most are names with
texture like Telluride, Ouray, and Ridgeway. Some perfectly female name for fox
or henhouse or underground entrance to the sacred domain of seeds of green peppers.
Rarely, if ever, delegations of eye contact sophisticate our hearing. The way you
looked at me, tenderly, ten years ago, insisting you sign every book of yours on
my shelf. It took you at least an hour. For this reason, I have remained undead.
The altitude in Ridgeway is so high, the air thins the membrane between this
world and the other. Could Whitman’s late-life circumcision be said to have
opened his heart? Could it have removed the final barrier, in that incarnation,
between self and world? You are praying to Milarepa. To Padmasambhava. My
students, to strange abbreviations on Facebook and Twitter. Last week, they
wondered at the weeping I refrained as I read them the long closing of “The
Sleepers.” I sometimes float slantwise through this animal throat and that in the
electrical fields of dreams. Through the broad-breasted possibility of women
who might love me. Even a woman the age of a daughter. Like last night’s
Larissa. Aggression toward elephants and submission toward rats? Forgiveness
is a storm weathering another day of sun? To be so briefly male and then at the
final moment become a piece of perfect music? Opiates in the blood confuse me.
They come in many forms—for many incarnations—from chocolate, to silverneedle white tea, to even a hound dog napping on my lap. One morning when
Rumi departed for errands, his teacher Shams took all his sacred books and sunk
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them thirty feet in a well. How many species of dust mites did you lose when
you dropped all that weight? What have you left behind each morning on your
meditation mat, in my house when you bowed that evening before my photos
of yogis? It is like a thing of great innocence to count slowly from one to 71,
pausing to pass a finger over the spine’s fatigue, to worry all the words we have
bound and gagged.

(for Robert Kelly)
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Ethel Rackin

The Painter
A scene of Wissahickon woods as if lit from below
hangs over the sloped sofa. Your wife’s Italian
cookies. Now she reads me disparagingly.
It’s one of those Sundays—you’ve invited
my parents and me over to your house
on the parallel street, for tea.
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Something it is
That is so blue
Like a hyacinth—so
So deliciously blue—
Or like Bluebeard—
Only in rain—
Under a canopy
In a canoe
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The Night Sky
The night sky said, be calm, waves
Be calm, moon and sun
By staying shy will you reach
The wire you wish to occupy
For wires are like feathers—
They fly east and west—
Then the sun answered, stay
And the moon waves beckoned,
We don’t like the sun
Unless it shines on us
(They were ladylike birds)
Be calm, waves, I said
Be calm, night sky, and wait
Stay still, bird, breathe—
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Jennifer Schomburg Kanke

Sometimes You Miss the Water
Ignore me like a mother,
calling you back home
outlined in light against
the growing summer dusk,
crying your name into the neighborhood.
You are too far to hear me.
You fish in Old Man Smith’s pond
with hands smelling of DEET
and Lemonheads, sneaking
through the culvert and under the highway,
or perhaps you are in the Zahr’s pool
without permission again, always
throwing a pebble into the deep end,
waiting to see who will dive down.
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Spell to Ward Away the Future
Let me be a guarded child like the girl across the street
whose parents wouldn’t let her see Xanadu.
Olivia Newton-John showed so much leg.
May that protection be an unpoppable bubble wrap
from words like “Chubette” and “Pretty Plus,”
those euphemisms department stores threw around
as if my clothing needed a special name to remind me
“Girls” no longer fit. Words I would repeat
to the rhythm of my bicycle as I pushed my way
up neighborhood hills, as if saying them
would ward it away, let me stay
in the children’s section forever.
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Deborah Poe

Proun (second, future conditional)
1.
You’d become a woman who had no day before; you wonder in what’s left.
A five-year-old Mexican ballet shoe points mood to pink.
Plain grey bricks that house her decide the day.
Right or wrong, saucer hovers above the horizon.
Presence flutters why in the meaning(less)—surface details broad enough to
profile a watch.
Walls, the irony, distance held, humors distilled.
You don’t have to ignore structures of feeling. Place does in fact provide security.
2.
Body and future might be said to exacerbate each other.
Then they’re the breakfast table.
The woman, advanced, places hands upon the metal, imagines or hears summer
thunderhead through pines.
3.
A fork shapes the future: Neptune or letter opener?
False fruit aims at absent sky.
Mushroom polymer, biodegradable plate—limitations of now.
You reside near tomorrow.
Gathering air molecules around the skin, you tuck yourself between years ago and
next minute, eye the fertility of an empty chair.
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Proun, third
1.
You’ve become a dreamer there, intelligible in terms of function.
The metal structure beside the train begins the excitation.
Memory traces un-inhibit with continent’s crossing.
A rain with luggage check-in settles in nervous system.
You sift through grammars and find the one.
A flea market borders the periphery, outdoor accents, differences similar enough
in language to comfort.
Street and sidewalk, race ribbons, voices kept at bay.
First morning, plucked from the internal, there’s no urge to speak. What silence
relays.
2.
Potential buyer and salesperson might be said to de-sex each other.
Then they’re desire.
The stick figure stares at crepe maker as if sure she embraced him years before.
3.
Dresses for 10 euros line up between the boredom.
Other mornings will prove themselves less divisible.
Rain seeps through tarps; the man wipes away the wet preoccupations of self.
You get the separation when umbrella turns inside out, then keep walking without
direction.
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Ocean Vuong

Logophobia
A finger’s-worth of dark
from daybreak.
I sit in a spare room
mistaken
for childhood. Outside,
in an alley the width
of a coffin, a robin
flickers, tied to a stool.
On my desk
a sheet of paper.
I write the words
gia dình.
Looking through it,
I see the earth
below, the blue hue
of corpses.
A lit candle. No—
my mother’s finger
pointing to the sky.
Quickly, I drill
the ink into a period.
A hole darker
than words,
where the bullet,
after hitting
Father’s back,
has come to rest.
Looking closer, I see
a mouth, toothless.
I stare & stare
into the bullet-wound
throat, waiting
for it to speak.
To let me in.
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Stephanie Ford

Citizen Poem
In America, anywhere can be a crime scene.
The low brown cloud, ancient sunlight
of my future child’s extinct planet
beaming over the movie theater.
Baltimore is my street, I own
no part of it but what I name
through falling rain, the baby will crash
two blocks together, smile
given a willing mirror, Mommy
was once too tidal, married to her moods
but now a girl on a pink scooter
harms no one up and down Baltimore Street
my husband lugs groceries in the rain, no hat,
the neighbors hang xmas lights,
the man collecting dumpster junk
wears an Aladdin sweatshirt.
So pregnant at the courthouse
in my black boots, ate the plastic cake
with infinite appetite past armed guards
leaves are leaving now, bye-bye
seedpods and catkins blackened
all by themselves and time.
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Birth Story
Tried to conceive
the anonymous new,
spent a whole ocean,
met a die-off of jellyfish,
wondered to whom we should sacrifice
our terrible pizza.
Re: this and every empty gesture
the complete and authoritative ocean
swelled and thinned like a party trick.
Tide pools invited a casino kind of panic
and other people’s offspring delivered us
from inlets tight-mouthed as puritans.
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Vievee Francis

One to Another

It’s like a spirit from some dark valley . . . —Howlin’ Wolf

that hard loll of tongue like a bent straight razor roving up
then down the neck of that sweet thing letting herself go that way . . .

and you not giving a damn cause you’re hungry cause your nose was open
and you got a whiff of her long before you knew what to do with her and

I’d blame you but I’ve got my own obsessions I’ve got my own
instrument meant to draw down the moan and these licks well I’d

say we are kindred you and I on all fours or two
each holding onto the thing we need any way we can just
to keep it all together under the skin that threatens to split and then
there’d we be bare under a moon white enough for us
to see who we really are and just what we’ve done.
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Flying Over Pigeon River
I think of “home” and The way we find our way back
Despite the winds that threaten The wings And
there’s the daunting Slope of every damned thing
More than once the gully found me More than that
I’ve slid Lost my footing Ugly bird Couldn’t stand
Flight was a fool’s notion and with it I have grown
Tenacious and scabrous I have suffered the fall
and again But I love best the nest Where you wait
Where I land and land and land
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Michael David Madonick

Gone
there is no sea/to come back to/no sea to register our complaint/no sea where
the whale sulfurous in rage slaps at its seeming/no applause/no metronome/no
undulation of the tide/no diving of the gull/no frigate bird with its pouch of words/
no sandpipers testing the flow/the drag of sand/the dig of the clam/there is no
sea to call us back/the sea is gone/the sea is gone in the way of all things gone/
tired of coming back/there is no coming back/the coming back is gone/the wind
whines to the west/the sea is gone/cloud of sea/song of the sea/the sea is gone/no
sitting by the sea/no dipping one’s feet in the sea/land’s end is at an end/the sea is
gone/the moon is gone/the tide is gone/gone are the birds/the oats in the dunes/
the dunes are gone/gone is the sex the sea made/gone are the fish/gone are the
silver lips of the fish/gone are the teeth/gone are the teeth/the sea is gone/gone
are the shells/gone are the inhabitors of shells/the mysteries are gone/gone are the
lappings at the dock/gone are the yachts positioned there/gone is question curling
in the waves/gone are the waves/gone are the fish shadows in the waves/gone
are the fins thunderous and calm/gone are sounds/gone are the sea sounds/the
sounds of sounding/the birds diving there/gone are songs/gone are the sea sounds
diving there/gone are the lappings/gone are the tongues/gone are the makers of
the sea/gone are the timbers wrecked on the sand/gone are the boats/the ships/the
voyage is gone/gone is the coming back/gone is the going out/gone are the abject
wanderings along the shore/gone are the footfalls/gone are the kites/gone are the
hapless/gone are the secrets/gone are the irregular winds, ragged and hard/gone
are contractions/gone are slurs/gone are the eccentric accents of weather/gone are
the needy/gone are the faithful/gone are the labors, constant and good/gone is the
sea/gone is the sea/gone are the listeners/gone are the talkers/gone/gone/gone is
the language, ragged and sure
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Robert Fernandez

Beelzebub
And who among
The devil’s comrades
Would see me
If I spoke?
Beelzebub,
These little
Window dwellers—
They listen for my fault.
I am the damaged brain,
Hooded
In a wintry caul.
I am the damaged brain,
Hooded
In error and begin.
These little window dwellers . . .
Small and dwarfish portion of our family . . .
They listen.
They would spin
And they would grow.
And would fill buckets,
Stomachs, and hides
With their shag.
They would reverse
The insides of the world.
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Speak softly,
Lest they hear.
Lord, be unto me
A fortified tower
In the face
Of my enemy.
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Mother
Mother, I’ve got sand at my neck.
Mother, I’ve got sand in my breath,
A tiny brown snowflake in my throat.
Mother, I’ve got the melted butter-cube
Of time running clear over my eyes.
Mother, there are windows—
Windows by the hundred million.
And, mother,
There are vultures,
And you are one.
You tend your brown eggs,
And you see visions of silver
Washed in blood.
Mother, you are my entry,
Always and ever.
And you are thinking,
And death,
And a sky full of kites,
And are a hundred million windows.
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Lillian-Yvonne Bertram

about that continent—
Like Russian dolls, each negro contains within it another negro,
perspectives that link the familiar to the strange. The speaker is inside her own
negro looking out, and imagining her negro body within her. She is looking at the
outside of her negro body and imagining herself inside it and, by the device of the
letter, as outside of it and addressing it. Yet that body of the negro also provides
a possibility of finding new things, of exploring new territories that exist within
the ‘whole long universe’. Her roles within the body of the negro provide security
and a freedom from loneliness. She has ‘ostensibly’ chosen to be a member of
the negro, and that ‘membership’ of the negro has limited the possibilities of her
experiences. Despite her negro membership she still senses, inside herself, her
own loneliness, her own individual relationship to time and the time of her negro
body and to the spaces her negro body produces in the ‘whole long universe’.
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the milk here is full of fat
The longer she stands in the sun the hotter it grows on her. Some dogs
wander close. The gray walks with the bone of a beast in its mouth and the old one
thinned by age is stiff and has slight seizures to little or no lasting effect. The bird on
the point of the roof with twigs in its beak looks like it knows what it’s doing but not
where to do it. Because of the sun she starts taking off her clothes. Her armpits feel
wet; there is a pain in her knee. When the breeze is arrested the sun on her arms is
unbearable but she bears it. Her skin is darkened but she wants it darker. At times
being halfway there feels so stupid.
The magpie chatter is too much for the old dog and it wants to go inside. It
stands at the door. She is in a town small enough to feel like she is the only brown
person. I feel like the only brown person. She knows this isn’t true—she’s seen the
others—but it is the kind of town where each brown person feels like the only one
and one is never seen with another. Sometimes she can think they are all the same
one person—even her.
The milk here is full of fat and the carton says it is naturally produced with
no artificial hormones but who believes that shit anymore. The eggs she bought are
from a place called Prosper, Texas. She wants to tell someone that there is a town in
Texas called Prosper if there was someone around to tell. The eggs from Prosper are
strange. When she cracks them their insides are thick. She tosses them from one
side of the cracked shell and back again but the yellow cleaves to the white.
Inevitably bees fly in. When they do the bees don’t know they are in and
can’t find the way out. They pace the window screen of the window across the
room from the open door. When this happens she goes to the main house and gets
a drinking glass and a postcard. She traps the bee in the glass and only then the bee
realizes. She tips the apparatus and holding the postcard tight to the rim she goes
outside and tosses it all onto the grass. The bee flies away. The postcard is all white.
The caption reads “Colorado snowstorm”.
The windsock tail points north then west then east a little and falls flaccid.
She can hear men shouting nearby and yelling hoo rah. She figures they are the men
who rode in on the shiny Harleys and BMWs with plates from Iowa and Texas. From
her left nostril she blows a small clump of blood. The sock drifts north then south
then west.
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my brother asks me what it’s like to
live in Utah and not be white
first there are trees

lots to which commonalities
I do share cosigns and ballroom
tactics to be sure and specific
among the ability to cool
the trunk as needed
everything petals and bud seasons look
good on me good with my
you know what goes better with a tree some blonde
strangers touch on me even when
looks good with your
wood would look so much good
with some cotton on it
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Hannah Gamble

Cliffs in Arizona
after a line by James Wright

When I went out to kill myself it really
wasn’t because of anything you’d done.
I regret, mostly, not leaving when I wanted to—
your dick would have rowed you through
the world like a paddle—
there was no chance of me hurting you.
The thing about women, though,
is that we’re horses who twist up
and break our ankles
trying not to step on the rider
who’s fallen to the ground.
Then we’ll put the gun
in your hand when we know we’re no longer
any good on the track.
Being a woman the way I am a woman
meant knowing your clothes were too big for me,
but still wanting to cut off
my stomach with scissors.
Ending it in a café, you meant to imply
you cared about me some,
so you said something about my body
and the good it did you.
That night I thought about how, if I chewed off my hand,
I could have placed it on my ass as I slept.
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You As Wonderful
The most amazing thing is that I’m still able to remember you as wonderful.
And even when not in your bed, I was always in your bed: at a party,
or at a picnic table with friends, I was remembering your shaded room
where I was untying your shoes, and forgetting to close the window,
and pulling my hair back so you could see my face.
This did realer things to me than I was used to.
But losing you was how I have valued many things
that have taken themselves away from me, though not usually with as much
documentation
as to why I didn’t deserve them anymore.
Back when you were wonderful, I held your hand
when I sat with you at the hospital, after they’d put
a needle like a milkshake straw into your spine.
Our friend had asked if he should come too, and you said “No, only Hannah.”
The bed rocked forward and back when they screwed the needle in.
I passed out and then stood back up and crossed back to your hand
and passed out again. I told you I was using sign language
for “I can’t feel my hands” and the doctors laughed softly
and said I shouldn’t have come. The morphine held you then
and I called our friend. “He’s doing fine, and I’m crying a little bit”
I laughed a little on the phone. You said, “Hannah Gamble,
I’ll hold your hand.”
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I Think of My Bicycle As a Kind
of Horse
I think of my bicycle as a kind of horse
that lets me push the neighborhood wind
away with my face—a kind of horse
accessible to children as well as criminal men
no longer given access to cars.
Show me the tree where the squirrel fell in love
and I will show you the sidewalk where I ran
through wet cement and fell only partially down.
This is my town, even though bad things
have happened to me here. No matter who injures me,
I think that people are entitled to their feelings.
When he was mad, I wanted to let him have it
because he didn’t have looks, health, or money.
A bicycle is a kind of horse upon which
I can feel incredibly alone—enough to address
a greater thing as the neighborhood at dusk
gives me a feeling. The only prayer
I ever pray goes like this: Hey! Thing!
Your presence is fact,
and your name and your face
are things you have never wanted me to see
or reach towards.
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Rebecca Hazelton

My Husband
My husband in the house.
		 My husband on the lawn,
pushing the mower, 4th of July, the way
		 my husband’s sweat wends like Crown Royale
to the waistband
of his shorts,
		 the slow motion shake of the head the water
running down his chest,
		 all of this lit like a Poison video:
Cherry Pie his cutoffs his blonde hair his air guitar crescendo.
My husband
at the PTA meeting.
		 My husband warming milk
		 at 3 a.m. while I sleep.
My husband washing the white Corvette the bare chest and the soap,
		 the objectification of my husband
by the pram pushers
and mailman.
		 My husband at Home Depot asking
where the bolts are,
		 the nuts, the screws,
my god, it’s filthy
		 my husband reading from the news,
		 my husband cooking French toast, Belgian waffles,
my husband for all
nationalities.
		 My husband with a scotch, my husband
with his shoes off,
		 his slippers on, my husband’s golden
leg hairs in the glow of a reading lamp.
My husband bearded, my husband shaved, the way my husband
			
taps out the razor, the small hairs
					
in the sink,
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my husband with tweezers
to my foot,
to the splinter I carried
for years,
		 my husband chiding me
for waiting
to remove what pained me,
my husband brandishing aloft
		 the sliver to the light, and laughing.
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Connie Deanovich

Twisted Ankles
all the actresses
whose job it was
to run away
then twist an ankle
and fall
unable to get up
to even limp away
I think about them
their great sacrifices
of truth and spirit
made to get the part
and keep it
to be present
to be acting
exuding weakness
oh twisted ankles
you make me laugh
woman on ground, whimpering
high-camp histrionics
but once I too was tied to the icy railroad tracks
kicking my little bound ankles
as a train approached
steam-powered (which is good for the skin)
but relentless
and I too
like Whimpering Beauty
had to wait decades
to learn to get up and walk on a limp
but now
I limp along quite nicely thank you
on this 6th day of February
in the unkind dead of winter
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East Johnson Waking Up
pink twisted towel
cigarette and stoop
I see her driving past
49
50 degrees
isn’t she cold?
houses torn down
my heart falling out
I see it
all crumpled
three little pigs style
I’m certain it had a good foundation
before it fell
to dubious hands
and today
its final fall
me driving past
grieving for it
Rapunzel let down your hair style
my hand
writing this
a way of leaning out the window
toward the fabled expanse
rising
falling
loss
and wonder
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Doug Paul Case

Look How Good I Look
in this picture,
in my white pants
so tight you can see the bulge
where I keep my cell phone,
and blue button-down
and white paisley tie,
in my drunken giggle fit,
knees bent,
torso pitched forward,
with one hand on my knee
and the other covering my smile.
You can’t even tell
I’d just finished spinning
for who remembers
what reason.
You can’t even tell
I didn’t want to go to that party,
that I wanted to stay home
because Marcus had just decided
to stop kissing me,
that I wanted to read
Giovanni’s Room
for the fourth time
and cry until I woke up
to start crying again
because goddamn
why didn’t Marcus want to kiss me
anymore,
that Kim picked out my outfit
and dragged me
to the T station
because it wasn’t good
to be so alone.
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You can’t even tell
the lampshade in the back is crooked
because I knocked it off the table
and couldn’t figure out
how to put it back
correctly.
I look fucking great.
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Shevaun Brannigan

Greater Flamingo
John Audubon shot the birds he loved,
strung them on wire like marionettes
(gentle fingers, here) and posed them—
the loquacious flamingo, now silenced,
scowls, his neck at the same impossible
angle of his legs. The flamingos had
advanced upon Audubon—necks, wings
outstretched, backwards legs, absurd
army, camouflaged for only sunrises and
this was afternoon—then diverted before
entering shooting range. He got them
later. Dissected the female and drew her
innards, her rectum silhouetted, her
oesophagus shrunk and deflated—dead pencil
sketching. For the male, full bodied, a vibrant
pink. His wings a wire pull away from flapping,
legs a step from launching off the rock—still,
the stiffness that comes from being saved.
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Traffic
The cliff’s granite swallows the road.
The guard rail twists like cursive. Below it,
ballet flats without ribbons. Wildflowers wind
through a shopping cart’s plastic weave—at
the left-over wheels,
orange paintbrush lurks among red milkweed.
And a deer carcass, one pointing leg still
furred as a woman’s arm in winter, the rest
bleached bones and ribs like broken bed slats.
The cars idle, ready to disappear. You can hear
their corroding. It’s under the sound of that woodpecker
breaking through to heartwood, the sound of
those hummingbirds beating their wings.
I move toward the moment—
my mother dead by her own hand.
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Aaron Smith

Unmarked Grave
At the end I was embarrassed
to want anything: the postcard
collage on the refrigerator, the bluebottle perfume on the bathroom
sink. Loving what you loved
was to be ashamed of.
Your sister joked: Who needs
thirteen leather coats? They
hauled in a dumpster, tossed
your junk out the windows, sold
anything worth money to the neighbors.
At least I saved the model
of your house: red roof, tiny
fireplace, empty walls
where your books used to be.

2/4/13
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Sky
Maybe it’s the sky that brings you
back because it’s the sky the night
you were dying I most remember.
I stood outside your house
and looked in while those you loved
waited downstairs. M said some
people wait for a full moon to leave,
and the moon was nearly
full and the stars were what you
see in movies about space, a rash
of light and magnificent, bigger
than our ideas of wherever it is
you were going or not going. I know
that light was from stars already dead,
but why did it make me feel so alive
while you were dying? I told M,
It’s not only the person that goes,
but it’s how they know you that goes
with them. So many nights since,
walking the dog, the town seems
solemn beneath the moon, like everything
has something to do with you
and it does. Sometimes when it’s late,
I stand on the deck and talk
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to the sky: If there is grace, it must be
this big. We all try to hold that bigness
in our chests, and, failing, live under
beauty we barely understand,
at least not in life. I thought if anyone
would come back and tell me
what happens, it would be you,
so I know now there must be
nothing or something we can’t come
back from, and that makes me more
grateful and sad, more able to die, more
never wanting to die. Last week
at Best Buy the sky in Morgantown
looked like blue ink. (You died,
and I was in Best Buy.) I wanted
something to make me forget, something
noisy I could hold against the silence
surrounding your house that night, the sky
over the driveway tonight, and the dark
that pulls me to the window while
everyone else is in bed, oblivious inside
the lives we spend so much time asleep in.
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Tim Dlugos

Childhood Dreams
I have vivid memories of some dreams from early childhood. Some of them
recurred many times. I remember all of them with more clarity than I remember
what I dreamed last night.
In the most frightening (which I referred to as “the frightening dream” when my
mother heard me crying and came into my bedroom to investigate) it is night
time. I walk onto the patio behind our house, and hear a loud motor operating
just beyond the hedge. I walk in that direction to investigate, and see what I
recognize now as a large compressor, with a cable running down the hill into the
woods behind the house. I look in that direction, and see a witch running out of
the woods toward me. She is laughing a terrible laugh and moving very fast. I am
paralyzed with terror. I always woke up at that point.
Another scary dream, one I had every time I was sick, involved Emmett Kelly, who
used to frighten me when I saw him on Ed Sullivan. My parents tried to keep me
out of the room when he was on the show, warning me that “the bad clown” was
about to appear. In the dream it’s afternoon and I am in bed. My parents have
stepped out of the house, and the back door has apparently been left unlocked. In
total silence, Emmett Kelly walks into my bedroom. I wake up to find him leaning
over my bed, staring at me.
Our house had a large back porch when I was small (it later had to be torn down
to fit a driveway on our property when my father built a garage), and another
childhood dream involved the windows of the porch. Again it’s night; I walk onto
the porch and see people wearing surgical masks at every window, staring in at
me. That may have been a memory from the time I had my tonsils out, about
which I remember nothing except sleeping in my parents’ room afterwards and
being fed ice cream. It may also have had something to do with my fear of mirrors.
I distinctly remember seeing my face for the first time in my parents’ bedroom
mirror, being totally wiped out by the experience. The discovery of my own face
happened about the same time as what must have been a dream (some of these I
remember as actual waking phenomena) of looking into the mirror and seeing the
Quaker from Quaker Oats looking back at me with a little smile on his face.
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In my dreams I had two constant playmates, both of them girls. They were sisters,
who may have corresponded with actual people I met at some point, although
I don’t remember. We talked and played for long hours on the upper level of a
tall building. I remember they would call to me as I was falling asleep, to let me
know they wanted to play. Upon achieving sleep, I would take the elevator to their
home, where I would always have a really good time. Finally, it would be time to
go, and I’d wave goodby to the sisters, take the elevator down to the level of my
everyday life, and wake up. That was probably the dream that recurred with the
greatest frequency when I was a small child. Once at church a girl across the aisle
waved hello to me, and I was sure she was one of the sisters from the dream, but
when my family left I couldn’t see through the crowd to find out for sure. It also
seems to me that there was one final dream when the sisters gently told me that
I wouldn’t be visiting them anymore. I remember being very sad, but completely
resigned to the prospect.
The final dream that stands out from my childhood is one in which a woman
approaches me at church, and says she wants me to meet somebody nice. She
takes me to a room where the most beautiful little girl I have ever seen is sitting.
The girl is much younger than I, still practically a toddler; but I know that we are
meant to be very close and to marry when we both grow up. The girl is introduced
as Virginia, and I am completely happy when she stretches out her hands for me to
hold.

Circa 1976
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On Ed Smith’s “Return to Lesbos”
Ed Smith, who we featured in the last issue of Court Green, was involved
in the Beyond Baroque literary scene in Venice, California, in the early 1980s.
Other members of this group included Dennis Cooper, Bob Flanagan, Amy
Gerstler, Jack Skelley, and myself. Ed was slightly younger than the rest of us,
and had the air of an enfant terrible: punkish (he’d come of age during the height
of punk rock) and irreverent; bratty, if you will, but cute enough to get away with
it. With a kind of in-over-his-head (which he admitted) charm, he kept the rest
of us (and we thought of ourselves as young upstarts) on our subversive toes.
Ed’s poetry was exactly like he was: playful, free of inhibition and decorum, and
troubling in just the right way. No interest in upholding tradition; much cooler to
challenge, even overthrow it. Ed published a few books of poems in the eighties
and eventually moved to New York, where he co-founded an information sciences
consulting firm. He was in his late forties when he took his own life in 2005.
Ed wrote “Return to Lesbos” in a black-and-white composition notebook
sometime in the early eighties. For the first page and a half, it looks as if he
intends to write a “traditional” poem. But his printing soon careens out of
control. His words grow bigger and bigger as he scrawls them—sometimes just
two, three, four words per page—throughout the entire notebook. When he
performed the poem (which he did at least once, at Beyond Baroque, in 1982), he
read directly from the composition notebook, swiftly flipping through its pages. I
was present at this reading, as was Amy Gerstler, who remembers it as a sublime
consummation of Ed’s talent as a poet and performer. (Luckily, this performance
is preserved in Gail Kaszynski’s 1983 film Fear of Poetry.) Ed never, to my
knowledge, typed out the poem or attempted to publish it.
I am grateful to Lisa Darms, Senior Archivist at the Fales Library at
New York University, where Ed’s papers are housed, for locating and copying the
poem. The cover of the notebook and a few pages of Ed’s frenetic handwriting
are reproduced here, as well as a shot of Ed reading from the notebook at Beyond
Baroque. I have tried to transcribe the poem in a manner that might have met Ed’s
approval; it’s a tricky text, given the messiness of the original, to arrange on the
page. “Return to Lesbos” may be Ed’s longest work, and his most vulnerable: an
emotionally charged onrush that demands he decide if he’s going to just hold that
“fucking pencil” or use it to “cry for civilization.”
—David TrinidadM
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Ed Smith

Return to Lesbos
Well
oh that’s me
one of them
an EMILY
DICKENSON
(is that how her name’s spelt?)
fuck fuck fuck
my invocation
yes an evil spirit
does touch me occasionally
I’m sure it’s been in the
family for years
oh her handwriting!
(not really)
MINE
oh yeah
I thought I had
outgrown this metaphor
thing
and here I am using
writing as a metaphor
for myself
my damn self
oooh
oh well
rise above it
yeah Rik believes don’t he
little do any of us know
the funny thing is
is that I thought all this
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fucking time that these
were NORMAL FEELINGS
I HAD THAT
EVERYONE HAS
TO DEAL WITH
EXCEPT NOW
WITH POETRY
AND MY
LIFE I’M
JUST NOT
SURE
ANYMORE
HEY WHAT
IS THIS
I’M
REMINDED THOSE
ATTRACTED
IN THIS
LATE
DAY
SEE CIVILIZATION
IS NO
LONGER
CIVIL
BUT IT
NEVER FUCK
ING
WAS
OH
YEAH
I’M
REMINDED OF
THOSE
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ATTRACTED
TO THE
FRESH KILL
HEY IT’S
HIP
HEY
IT’S
COOL
NO THIS IS FRESH
BLOOD
FROM
A
FRESH
WOUND
SO WHAT IS
it doing
here
the
creature
is still
alive oh
it’s art
this
is
a scene
this is
just a fucking
scene
now
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and
I’m
just a guy
who can
hold a
fucking
pencil
thank you
civilization
for giving
me
the
pencil
and
the paper
we are
getting intense
aren’t
we
but
I’m just
a guy who can
hold a
pencil
what
the
fuck
are
you
doing
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here oops
Am I
fucking
up my
responsibility
as a
poet to my
community
now?
oh
but wait
I’m
trying to share
this
damn
feeling
I
got with
you
it’s
just a damn
feeling
I thought
everybody
gets
them
hey what
is this hey
hey
oh yeah
I forgot
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I’m just
a guy
who can
hold a pencil
now
who are
you
are you
my fucking
friend
did I
forget to learn
the right
people’s
names WHAT
and
they’re
in the
same room
with me
now OH
NO!
I’m shaking
I really
am
you
fucking
asshole Caesar
had these
fits too
but I’m
a guy
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who’s learned
to hold a
pencil does
it mean
civilization
is
threatened I don’t
know why
are you
asking me
anyway
I’m just
a guy who
can hold
a pencil
yeah yeah
I’m just
like Sappho
oh you’re
telling me
I’m supposed
to know these
other names fuck you
okay okay there were
no names before
Sappho before
that
there
were
dinosaurs
where was
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god and poetry
then they
were here
for a long long
time oh fuck
another buzz
word time
what is
it?
it’s one
of the first
things that
goes when
I’m under stress
hey this is
my fucking job
to cry for
civilization
now
my
body’s shaking
and you’re accusing
me of being
smug?
what? Sylvia
Plath was
too trapped
to write
poetry
bullshit!
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I will
have to
check her
out sometime
I guess that year
the fucking
dinosaurs came
and went and
none of them
could hold
a fucking
pencil
intelligence
either exists
or not right
but how does
it fit
in with
this human
experience
Oh
Edison
Oh
Edison
my
Rimbaud
then
how could
Sappho
invent
civilization
singlehandedly
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I know
lots
of people
who can hold
a pencil
I’m a poet
the dinosaurs
have come
and gone
can your
evil spirits
go beyond
my
Sappho
my beautiful
Sappho oh the
gears are in
motion
Dickens
listen we had
it easy
the dinosaurs
are gone now
who sat and drank
their blood
Evil spirit I
see you licking
your lips
and I see
you waiting
you’re telling me
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that YOU invented
blood cuz you like
the taste oh
yeah well
I’m a poet
who studied Science
but I learned
the error of
metaphor you
can’t trick me
I have this boy
firmly in my grip
he’s me he’s
mine he’s
poetry
he’s a scene
he can be televised
I see that you’ve
elected a president
I saw your
work torturing
Hitler
inspiring him well I’m
the human
spirit that invented
the blood to
run in my
veins not on
the ground
I know you
like
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the taste
but we’re
not animals
anymore
Edison Edison
you idiot
now suppose there
was intelligent
life on this
planet
where the
fuck is
it
are you
telling me
a poet’s—
put down
that gun
stop
electing
presidents
I can
recognize
your symbols
already I know
what a
camera is
already
it’s a
metaphor
in America
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we are
the salt of
the Earth
even in
New York
come and
we’ll hide
you no
scratch
that we’ll
send you
back
to
Central
America
or
wherever because
we put
the structure
into politics
what you
can
hold a
pencil oh
well look
we’ll write
down a
constitution for you
we write down
lots of things
and show
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you at that
we’re—
My name
is
not
the
internal
revenue
code oh
no you’re showing
me who
making
invocations
There remember
me?
I’m a
poet and
I can hold
a pen too
and I can
write
laws for myself
or just my
name my
beautiful
name over
and over
Sappho
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Catherine Pierce

What the Tornado Hears All the Time
Small rabbits squealing.
TV snow. The hiss.
A dryer tumbling an old man’s one dress shirt.
Knuckles cracking.
An empty stadium.
A blood-eyed mongrel’s froth and howl.
A thousand trees cleaved suddenly in half.
A match being lit.
A silence with a small tick,
like a bite onto nothing,
or a record’s skip.
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Joshua Young
from D.I.Y.

Girls
that black haired girl, arms snaked with sci-fi & band ink, pushed her way from

behind me, into the center of boys. i forget who was playing, & she let her arms
unleash, legs round-housing, & when the band sludged into a breakdown, she’s
hand-standing. how i wanted her body to collide with mine, the skin of her arms to
find me, how i wanted to feel her naked body. outside, near the merch, she bums a
smoke & i tremble when i hand it to her. i do not smoke with her. & in these pits,
the residue of this whole fucking deal coats us—the madison is throbbing still, even
though it’ll be vacant for decades.
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Etiquette
don’t talk when the band is playing
there are children listening.
& yeah, the weather notched itself into winter—
all this blowback & white.
can you taste that? like the snow fucked sewage.
ok. so, you were saying?
the band inside is from the east coast,
they’ve been to california,
& word is they left wreckage.
on stage,
they talk about the weather,
they talk about blown tires outside el paso,
& the hitch-hikers in colorado
& the blizzard near shasta.
at the merch table kids gather asking for cassettes.
we only make vinyl someone makes a tape of
& we pass it around till it unreels,
then someone makes another.
we don’t know them by name anymore.
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Etiquette
someone’s parents come down to the madison to see their kid’s band play.
we want to perform,
we want to show them the scene,
but m won’t let us.
m tells us to be like we always are—
that’ll be insane enough for them.
those parents watch from the merch tables
& leave before doa plays.
we forgot they were there.
we made wreckage in the churn,
& after the second band,
i catch the parents checking their son’s face for bruises.
i don’t say anything when he comes over,
i just ask him if he’s heard the new minutemen 7” yet.
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Rachel Zucker

Real Poem (Post Confessional)
Last night the ‘post Confessional
poet’ said, “I don’t know how many
poets stand up at a reading and
tell you how bad they’re doing—I’m
doing real bad.” Later she said,
“Now we put toothbrushes up
assholes in poems all the time.”
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Real Poem (Appellation)
“Writing With My Shoes On” is
a title for a poem. “Then I Did
Something Stupid” is better
for a short story. The trash smells
because living things decompose
isn’t the name of anything just
a way of describing these environs.
To say I miss you in French
one says “tu me manques” where
“tu” means you. Do the French
miss less because their you is
there before them? Syntactical
high jinks: methinks Americans
don’t miss the missed-one
so much as feel how absence
crowds the I. Today my others are
far from me. “I”—is
the name of this feeling.
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Ching-In Chen

Next
In the harbor, I can’t say what happened next.

My brother in the doorway I didn’t recognize.
The sentence rolled on in the rain.
The captain turned his back, the shoulder stretched to place,
face melted from pattern. No history here.
Between them, mouths wet with river, bodies of glass.
Nothing specific tied to me, our mother’s
smile I put out to sea familiar. I placed myself,
my payments, luck through
the doorway bent in the trade. Under the blue
sky, a green highway of skin breaking,
meshed with bone and bud,
then a boat.
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dear nightpeople we couldn’t ferry
on our backs. 			
Who did you
			
chant 			
east. 							
did you leave
		
this nightnews
door of skin 		
intact.				
		
constricting 			
		
names beyond 			
did you draw
another dark		
penny on a porch
							
river. did you				
heat
your name 			
in windy grass.

a calm and open stream,
a wide palm to receive.

How many
stretched, how many
windless, beyond shape.

makes a light almost

							
Who contains a door
		
within another, who listens and breathes in the careful key.
did you terrain and safe						
If the body folds into
my whole life and the life before that.		
I wonder
deep heart						
now who
									
Who moves through world,
warming to sun and all the days branching out.		
				
If a repeating machine,
Who 										 with quicksilver
heart, flash and 										 recognition
Breath and breath, filling
the guilty body
over and over,							 faucet not stop
running.
A wink 							
moving down the street.
Make myself small
tree grown deep, who
settling into a home made 			
sweet.
A repeating
machine.
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Margot Pappas

He Has to Call Winter
There goes my twin brother.
His face like a concrete.
Family life by the wayside.
It’s the As Is department
and we are looking old—now
we smile on slant—passing
clinking the glassware.
But perhaps he has nowhere to go.
It is those years again.
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Awkward Phase
And here’s the one
picture—both parents
together. Perfect
likeness of Carol just
before she quit
trusting. Carlene
Pirate Queen. Early
swarthy. Rather worked
with Nick’s out-to-sea look.
I was their slave.
I would have begged
those two to adopt me.
The table set
is a top-heavy snowflake.
See it careening.
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Soft Domed
Creased, waxed
paper lining
twelve cold tins
full of Russian Teacakes.
She called them Russian.
Nestled in their
round, striped
bins. Mounded
fortress for
a winter porch.
To find, jewel toned
through snow.
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Christine Larusso

Cento of Past Lovers
Hold your hand up
like a mitten; I’ll show you
where I lived in the state
of Michigan. Should I bite
you harder? Christine,
I wish you hadn’t
lied to me. I don’t think
I’ve ever seen you wear pants.
I’ll buy the whiskey.
I imagined that by now
you would have dumped me
and started dating Colin.
I want to leave
New York. I don’t think
it’s the right time for a dog.
Of course I’d date you
even if you didn’t have teeth.
I don’t drink that much.
In my dream, we were riding
a rollercoaster into the state
of Maine. You’re going
to get better. I once thought
I would like to marry you.
Do you think we should
move to California? It’s only
a little blood. Why don’t you
talk about your father more?
I wrote you a letter.
The tension between you
and your mother makes
me uncomfortable. You can’t
always help me find a job. Your
calves are frameable. We can’t
get a dog. I don’t think I want
to be in any of your poems.
It feels weird to go out,
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just the two of us, going
out, drinking? It feels
weird. Someday we will
attend a gala. Christine,
the teapot is boiling. When
my best friend told me
his mom had cancer, I didn’t
flinch but I let him cry
on my shoulder. Read
Guy de Maupassant to me.
I wrote a song about you.
In bed. You overcooked the eggs.
I bought you that stupid
Japanese stuffed tooth
thing. God, you and your
obsession with juice.
Do you still love him?
Was I really sleepwalking?
In my dream, you were
blonde, had longer legs.
I don’t have the patience
right now to listen to you
read poems. We could move
to Illinois, my parents are
in Illinois. You’re terrible
with directions. You buy
too many dresses.
Isn’t that skirt a little
short? I get it, you like dogs.
I’m taking the cat with me.
Try pork. I don’t believe
in marriage. I won’t always
be poor. I never told you this,
but my parents don’t sleep
in the same bed. I drew the
state of New Jersey. You’ll
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know they’re the right
mushrooms if they turn
blue when you pinch
them. I can’t believe you
had me make dinner on my
own birthday. My dad snores.
You look at your phone
too much. Talk to me. Don’t
talk to me. It doesn’t cross
my mind to think about
you while I’m at work.
I don’t appreciate your
desire to buy a home, even
if it is a long way’s off.
Why don’t you eat meat?
What if I wrap my fingers
around yours? Is that
too rough? Too soft? You
look like a kitten. Yes,
we can go sailing.
No, I don’t really want to hike.
What feels right?
I don’t think the solution
to the problem is to drink
more. Take the train to
St. James. I’m too stressed
for sex. I decided I can’t
pick you up from the airport,
or ever, anywhere ever again.
I don’t know how I feel.
I don’t think I miss you.
I can’t believe you told
Melissa we slept together.
I don’t want you to call
me your partner. What
would you name the dog?
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What if you slept
in a tent in the living room?
Try listening to Holst
while mapping the stars.
That’s crazy, of course
I care about you. I wanted
to write, but I’m numb.
You’re so fucking morbid.
I don’t think the solution
to the problem is to adopt
a chinchilla. I made a film
for you. I’m moving.
I’m selfish. I can tell you
want to leave. I don’t think
I can love anyone. Should
we be having more sex?
What if we learned to play
tennis? We could take LSD.
Call me your boyfriend.
Beige washes you out.
There’s no way I have more
shoes than you. I can barely
pay for a MetroCard,
what makes you think
I could ever afford a dog?
I dreamt we were camping
on the prow of a ship.
Men have insecurity issues
too. I can tell you’re
somewhere else. Your brain
is not like my brain.
I came home to your
messy house and I knew
this was over. Meet me
in the park after work.
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Nick Narbutas

In the Forest of Unhinged Music
Pretend this is a grasshopper and you at 1:21 pm
have eaten the bark of a petrol forest. In my hands, I mean,
pretend I have a grasshopper in my hands and the afternoon
is unlike the entire ancestry of afternoons. You have seen
its pugilistic face in the floodlight lapping its antediluvian
cheeks. What grows in the petrol forest. The brass buckles
of military heirlooms. This post-blizzard afternoon, I’m not
gesturing to the snow like a piano’s topmost octave.
The afternoon slips on black leather gloves, breathing in a monk’s
slow pulse. 1:21 pm and all the grasshoppers lie dead in the oak
wood of unhinged music boxes. Pretend you are lying in my hands
like a grasshopper. Snowdrifts on the afternoon’s bruised cheeks
shape a stillness like a shadow’s threat of a deer. No light
washes the patina of blood from the afternoon’s brow. Before
this grasshopper was born, 1:21 pm looked like a blue orchid
in the ear of a bull. Then came 1:21 pm and I am far from all
forests with nothing in my hands, soft hands on the unassailable face
of an afternoon demonstrating the strength of piano wire.
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Rob Schlegel

California Queen
If you were worth it
Cindy, I’d be all
over you flaming up again
in my tightest pants
but you’re not, so I’m off
to shoot B.B.’s into
melons from the window
of my horse-drawn
Taurus, though tomorrow
could very
well be the day I
get behind the tiny stags
You always said I was the best
at putting veggies in
O crazy-making
Cindy, alone tonight,
I’m thinking of you, gone
altogether, what is
left to love but this
exceptionally large bed
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Finnish Scene
I am walking with a turn
Of mind gleefully
All over the place
My temperament is everything
And its opposite after
Tasting the fungus Nelli
Found beside the glistening
Trail some slug left
En route to the stone
Meeting my gaze no one
In the park is stranger
To me than me of
Course around the pond those
Boys are running
Faster than they should

Gail Swanlund

Fifteen Prayers

Amy gerstler:

Drawings by
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Cursing of the Party Responsible for
Suffering
May his scalp sizzle, blister and itch.
May his nose run like the Amazon.
May his lips swell to melons.
May his tongue bubble with eruptions.
May he choke as though he had swallowed a pitchfork.
May his stomach combust.
May his genitals resemble a witch’s pinky and two shriveled peas.
May he be unable to find his feet.
May his bones turn to dough.
May his mind drown in the slop of which his soul is composed.
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Kitchen Annunciation
And the Lord appeared to her
as she scraped dishes at the sink.
And the Lord mumbled in her ear:
“Brute beast led by sensuality
and yearning, pale as an earthworm,
don’t shun my light. Correct your
affections. Revel while you’re flesh.
Make music in any fashion you can.
Bow before the suicide’s furious purpose.
Protect your realm. Parry all thrusts
and blows, if only with silence.
Take advice from certain birds
you admire. Neither a slacker
nor self-contented be. Decide
whether to keep mum re:
this vision of me, of which, in a
moment, no trace will remain.”
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Erotic Psalm
That I may love this living, and you, till the end.
That I may peer into your body’s holiest alcoves
and be kindled at first but a little by this, then more
hotly, stickily, sweetly, licking scribbles at your
margins (freckles, blemishes, scars) that shame aims
to keep under wraps but (happily) can’t. If god
can’t find a hole to enter us by he will make one.
Maybe we’d better just open up and let him in.
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Account of Former Lives
In one life I drank so hard I always had the spins
In another life I breastfed several sets of twins
In one life blips of happiness
kept me contented more or less
In another I slurped wet harvests from between her thighs
In another I lived celibate, terrified and disguised
In one life my head was full of catchy songs and dances
In another I got high on taking awful chances
In one life I was guillotined
In another I drank kerosene
In one life I stuttered
In another I regretted every word I ever uttered
In one life I fell from a ship’s rigging
In another I was a scrawny boy obsessed with digging
In one life I had a painful case of housemaid’s knee
In another all I ever wanted was to flee
In one life I accidentally blinded a child
In another I was soundly beaten and exiled
In one life I was a dandy with a wispy beard
In another I was a dullard who wept as sheep were sheared
In one life I was a monk who won a newborn in a bet
In this life lord knows what is to happen yet
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The Devouring and the Devoured
(Blind Date)

“Don’t you find eating both delightful
and depressing? I mean, there’s the violence
of biting, the wet paste of animal and plant—
that sad cud produced by chewing. Imagine
your own bones gnawed, the scraping sound
they would make, or your fat spread on bread,
sprinkled with diced raw onion. As a kid,
I’d repeatedly dream a giant was eating me.
In a sandwich. Do you think that’s sexual?
I could feel the slices of bread I was squashed
between, like the textured walls of my parents’
den, chafing my skin. I could feel the giant’s
teeth pressing into me. I guess I wanted to believe
I was coveted meat. You’ll be pleased to know
roast beef reigns supreme at this eatery. The
butterfly pancakes are also great. Ditto the weasel
linguine. So tell me about yourself. I want
to know all. Would you like another martini?”
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Divorce Prayer
your capacity for laughter
snuffed out by this marriage
hostage of his displeasure
his soul so broken
so subject to furies
that nothing can gladden him
he lives as one dead
a sorrowing body
you mourn and protect
with placating refrain
mirrors draped in black
children squelched
your joys dry as chaff
in diasporas of wind
this is why by the light
of your late mother’s spirit
I beg you to leave him
but remember Lot’s wife dear
no glancing back
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Rumbles from a Minor Deity
“Thanks for the badass offering!
Enjoying your fat, juicy existence?
Please accept this omen index.
Leave off seeking what wounds you. I won’t warn you again.
Wierdos are heroes: be not conformed to the world.
Don’t let yourself get cruel around the mouth.
One should give light to the whole world,
And when that gets tiring, lie down on various gregarious grasses.
Every tin-foil-and-twine shrine tucked in some garage,
every duct-taped shoebox of relics under a bed,
every self-sprung temple circumscribed by sublime trees
and screeching monkeys: all these are dear to me.
As we wrap up this chat, I want you to know:
I’m only a couple of days of abject praying away . . .
(I’ll be making my exit now on this excellent-smelling wind.)”
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Early Greek Philosophy Psalm
One imagines them still tangled in half-naked grapplings
With their half-magic world in which stones have souls
In which plants feel nude and ashamed when their leaves are torn off
In which Earth’s afloat in some cosmic amniotic broth
like a log in a stream
In which suns and moons exist without limit
In which attempts are made to explain monstrous births
In which everything is full of god(s)
Some pundits believe these Greeks
Invented explanation and the art of argument
(Along with the Persians, Egyptians, Africans
(Yes! Black Athena!!) Italians plus many other
Cultures the hungry Greeks sucked up)
Their syncretized world squeezed into being
By a sequence of green individuals
All men sporting curly beards
Who totally got off on criticizing each other
On observing eclipses
On sorting the jumble of events into gorgeous order
Getting a lot of the science right
While still pawing through entrails to divine the future
A vigorous lot of intellectual adventurers
Whose mission was to explain the universe
Wild minds we have only in fragments
Because whether papyrus scraps birchbark
Or this mortal coil dammit matter just doesn’t last
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On Buying a Walker
Amble is what she can’t do anymore.
Not stroll, step, or promenade.
Not without aid. Hence this errand
at summer’s height. A solo drive
to the Valley, after research online,
to buy a model equipped with:
 Deluxe padded seat and padded backrest
 Lightweight aluminum frame
 Previously owned or new
 Available in rose, silver or blue

Lord, why did I, an unathletic klutz,
sprint into the medical supply store
as if auditioning for the Olympics?
Not by design did I bust out running,
but by sudden, unanticipated instinct.
This contraption I’m about to buy isn’t for me,
not yet! my shameless legs wanted to say.
Inside, the air conditioning was dialed
up so high it tousled my hair during
the transaction. A dwarf sat astride
a top-of-the-line motorized scooter,
chatting with his able-bodied friend.
Friend allowed as how he liked my
hibiscus print dress. As my now
non-ambulatory mother drummed
into me for my entire speaking life, I said
thanks in response to the compliment.
My mother, whose ambulation’s
degraded to such an extent that she cries
out for joy finding a stray shopping cart
in the street because she can lean on it
as she hobbles along, her once lovely
body too damaged to heft. Hence
this errand. God, this is your theft.
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Ancient Chinese Philosophy Psalm
If she were an ancient
Chinese philosopher
she’d contemplate lotuses
afloat on Echo Park lake
each one like a cupped hand
and she’d compose verses
on braiding a neighbor’s hair
and on her son’s fear of small dogs
and on rubbing honey into cuts
that don’t easily heal
and on revelatory smells
a man’s body releases in sleep
like iron rusting in rainwater
and on how every word ever spoken
from darkest antiquity till now yes
the past of all humanity
reverberates in an unheardby-human-mortals-chorus
a relentless crescendo
birds and other animals can hear
which is lately perceived
by those sensitive fellow-beings
as an insistent warning roar
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Postmodern Psalm
(Awake Most of the Night)

Too much uncontrolled growth. Too many leaky egos.
Too many plagues of swans. Too much toxic defoliant.
Too much medical bankruptcy. Too many perishable skills.
Too many kids abducted by their parents. Too much bee mistreatment.
Too much bribing with brighter afterlives. Too many underworld nunneries.
Too many memos of justification. Too much location enabling.
Not enough jazz bands on barges, drifting downriver,
playing Drenched in Affections, Drowned in Tears.
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Childlessness Psalm
The past wafts its melodies into the future
through a promising youngster with a talent for music.
Intoxicating, the smell of a baby’s neck,
and the fat little askings of infant hands.
Is a child an exegesis of parental texts?
(This medicine must be drunk right after sex.)
His favorite book is A Child’s Garden of Ruin and Wrecks.
A man’s sweat can get you pregnant. Beware!
Women have been fertilized by animal bites, dreams,
swallowing insects, seawater, eating beans.
Yet love will not swell her useful womb.
“The whisper of dry leaves being crushed
and kisses blown to the blessed dead
are all I leave behind,” she said.
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Drug Poem
The world hikes up her skirt and her
underthings are so lovely! Lingerie dazzling
and jagged as a frozen waterfall, complete
with swallowed uproar. When you gesture,
my friend, your hand leaves a wake of gilded
images, subtle in coloration, and one hungers
to become, oh, everyone. I’d like to be you,
for example, just for a while, were it granted
me to test-drive being a man, to shoplift your
knowledge of ships, your passion for math,
your ecstatic, drug-addled past. Things go all
solarized and velvety when you’re super high,
right? Ancient explanations arise, torchlit
processions, currents of mercy singeing the rims
of each cup and leaf. I want to emit yips of love
while being refined in that fire, right by your side,
to lie flat on my back as meteors scorch the night
sky, both of us godseared, weeping, struck dumb.
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Ancestor Psalm
So who are your people, anyway? Freud?
The Marx Brothers? Kafka? Anne Frank?
Thick-lipped Brillo-haired Jews
in smoky brown photos. Girls whose
hair bows, giant butterflies, flap back
to the Schwarzwald at night. Grandpa’s
list of solemn mistresses in bobbed hair
and furs, cloth flowers pinned to their
collars. A squinty infant gripping a pear.
Squishy-faced babies in lace dresses.
Grandma in seed pearls. An uncle,
his cap like a fallen soufflé, cutting
wool for winter coats. And this babushka
lady, face so like a potato I know we’re
related. Black shawl, long striped skirt,
heavy black shoes, double-chinned
peasant mug, hands stubby as ginger
roots, just like mine. Madame Tuberinsky,
(I must address you thus, for I will
never know your real name)
generous lender of DNA: how long
did you drink the milk of the world?
Did god’s eyes open and close and
suddenly your life was done? Can you
offer me any hope at all? None? None?
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Gratitude Prayer
Thanks for the rickety body which lends us form!
And for what we believe can’t be scattered at sea.
Thanks for itinerant monks, enraged mobs,
And blind librarians! Thanks for mothers of ten,
Sticky little leaves, salt and frogs.
Thanks for alphabets freighted with vast
Past minds, for verdant oases of getting high!
Thanks for a future in which silverpink glinting fish
Beach themselves without ever saying why.
Through your power
Higher natures awaken.
The guys who worked at Higher Path,
The local pot store, got shot
During a robbery.
Sweet longhaired dudes,
Both killed.
Congrats on being invisible!
Maybe you felt disrespected
By my grumbling last night,
Or during the infamous ‘Innsbruck Incident,’
(An oft-visited exhibit in my private hall of shame)
From which I’m still recovering. But no!
Those unhappy lapses were
Mere blips of primordial chaos,
Evil inquisitors within, adverse reactions
To current events, or the medicine’s simply not
Working again. Yet you made me
The cracked thing I am! Gave me mockery
For a middle name! (I talk about everyone like that
When I’m mad! Don’t pretend you’re devastated.)
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Today a man said to me,
Be nice to his penis . . . a friendly enough sentiment,
Yet I hung my head and was ashamed.
Lord, can you rally whatever’s left?
Chaff and dregs and sloppy grounds
At the bottom of the pot? Let the Druze
Religion be true: may reincarnation represent
The cosmos’ central mechanism! Lasting spirit,
Spare me. I require more time prior to the dread
Moment of impact, the inevitable, halfremembered, half-imagined shutdown! Wow!

Dossi r

James Schuyler
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Catherine Bowman

Schuyler’s Flowers
Ahems. Asphalt webs. Ashberys. Asters.
Bubbles rise. Bequest of pearls. Buttered greens. Big
Charcoal strokes. Calendula. Coffee Cups. The
Drive to the Village. Dark red roses. Two dogs.
Eternity.
Fireweed, flesh on flesh, five tulips—
Guest-room windows. Greek Apollo.
Hymn to life. Beach, thoughts after sex.
I’ll make more toast.
January night. Jelly Jelly
Kenwards’s arms. Kiss curls
Lilac. Lousy poets. Larkspur
Mario! Mario! Mario! Marigold meaty—
Naked and handsome. My
Olivetti. Odd jobs. Oraine.
Parrot tulips. Pale green testicle. A terrible
Question. Unkillable
Rosa rugoas. Rino, my Roman Lover. Raindrop fragments.
Sand like freckles on your back. Sticky keys.
Trick test. Tom’s eyes. This June. Scars
Upon the day. Undershorts. Urp. Dude smelling strongly of
Vanilla. Velvet roses. Vaseline—VIP in VFW
Whorly blooms, Weigela. White scuts. Wystan Auden.
X in a skylit room.
You who turn. Y and
Z. My Zipper. Each kind of clover. Salute.
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June 30, 2013
Let me tell you
that this weekend Sunday morning
the high-speed ferry pulls out
of Boston Harbor and my heart
opens—a favorite flower—and I love
how this full-blown pre-July
light splays and sequins out
into open sea. And I love these
Cape Cod potato chips. I eat
handfuls. Everyone’s glowing.
Gulls swirl and dive, their
expletives made beautiful in
ocean whoosh. Sky scrubbed
down by salt spray to bluer,
even more blue than all bluets.
All the best clouds out in Sunday
whites— snazzy! Muscular—
full-fledged—Next to the sun
screen and flight plans I pull
out James Schuyler Selected Poems,
FSG. First edition. The only book
I brought with me. Joy.
Joy. Joy.—You signed off
in your letters: Love, Jimmy—
sometimes—Love, J. I never
met you though I feel, formally,
of course, and with respect, you
are a constant, I mean, your poems,
read on patios, porches, trains—
various couches—the blue velvet
one, now, and that old second-hand
sectional—after one too many,
and in the morning with, yes,
poached eggs. And yes, now,
on the way to Provincetown,
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MA, and I am surrounded
by gay men. Surrounded is
probably the wrong word. Sorry.
It’s independence weekend.
The ship is full of muscle-bound
gay men on the outer decks,
lower decks SRO upper decks: it is
a gorgeous day—gay men
in royal blue, bottle green
and sailorly mustards, flirt, play
cards, gay men in nautical-themed
tees, in matching tanks and shaved
heads. Two body-builders cuddle,
stroke matching amped-up
biceps. Gay men stare into identical
phones like magic mirrors, steamy
and jam-packed, a hothouse
of your flowers, James Schuyler—
the bruisers, the sinewy, the burly,
the beefy, the well–knit; in full-force
polished: all fortified. A man
in orange trunks sits on a silver
metal box stenciled in orange
6 CHILDRENS LIFEJACKETS.
He looks like royalty stepping out
of an Italian painting or a lost
Long Island photo a half-century
ago. The overall mood is, well—
horny. And even the word slacks which is
not supposed to be pretty—it is pretty
hot here—I think they are back in fashion?
Were they ever out? Pressed, tight—
lemon, aquamarine, sunburned, toast—
Toast. You liked that word. And blue towel.
Slacks snug in all the right places—the men
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check each other out. And that is a lot
of fun to watch. Refreshing. I wish
straight guys could look at each other
this way, I mean, at least, be more open
to admiring each other, their bodies
without all the violence of football, etc.
in between (at least I think I do). Now
the clouds look like the Reddi-wip made with real
cream I have been drinking with my French
pressed coffee in the morning, the press
with the broken handle, since, well . . .
I don’t want to go there now. Why?
Because I am here! The ocean
can be so healing, David says. Ahem.
French Press. Almost everything, near
the ocean is full of insinuation. Why
are the windows so wet? Someone yells.
Explosions of laughter! See what I mean.
And then I imagine us all sinking down
and down—like a Pedro Almodóvar movie
mixed with an Esther Williams movie
and we are all swirl in some kind
of slow-mo underwater choreography
all the gay men and me, in the middle,
in my beach hat and giant green sunglasses
reading James Schuyler poems. No, I am not
a narcissist. I am though, in fact
sitting, here, in the middle
of five guys, all revved up
and ready to party. They are on
their 3rd or 4th G & T and
they are comparing and critiquing
their Grindr profiles. (Would J.S.
and friends enjoy Grindr?) I am
rereading “Korean Mums” (are they
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still called that?)—and trying not to look—
and to remember the first time
I read “Korean Mums,” 23 years ago
now in the West Village. Down
the street from the French Bistro
with the yellow geese sign. Is it
still there? At a party the other
day, I chose invisibility as my
superpower. Yikes. Where is my
sunscreen? And I have attempted
to write an imitation of the poem
to learn or embody the way it’s so
light on its feet, shifting back and forth,
without effort from what seems to be
civilizing forces to innocent savagery. And
the guys in my booth are now talking about
the Manhunt Mansion, Team Bottom
at a recent scavenger hunt, lifting weights,
if and when to wear a jockstrap
at an underwear party—Jockstrap? I text
Shannon back in Indiana. That means:
fuck me asap. Oh. I guess
they are single. The conversation
gets raunchier. And I guess
this could just as well be a straight
frat party except these guy are talking
about turning 34 and if they will be
seen as bears or daddies or twinks
(twinks? I text Shannon). I’m twenty
years older, and wonder how I’ll be seen?
Travelling alone this year. And the guy
next to me plays the clown, when two
über-masculine guys walk by with twin
Weimaraners, he winks: We’ll break ’em—
cracking up his friends. He moonlights
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as a stripper, I learn, full of bravado, with pale
blue eyes like pearls or raindrops
over a tender meadow. He deserves his own
poem. You can love someone and let
someone love you back Penny Arcade
will say at a reading a few nights later.
And I think of him. And no one is talking
about Fairfield Porter or Middlemarch. And
no one is wearing polka dot scooter
skirts with lilac rings. Just ahead, Race Point
and Herring Cove come into view. The dunes
and marshland grasses look like the jacket
painting on your book by Darragh Park.
The ferry pulls up to the pier. The surface
of the water, a test sheet a watercolorist
uses on the edge of a painting to
work out the relationship of color to light.
See you at the tea dance! They wave
good-bye. I imagine you here, great poet,
joining the procession of men, your friends,
a few families, children and women,
into the Adamic salt air and the sky:
a cordial. We all drink it in—
together. Cordial, from the word
for heart. Someone yells Trevor!—
Note the light: All is possibility,
Past and present merge. Today welcomes
the annual Portuguese Festival, Blessing
of the Fleet. Blessings to you, wherever
you are, Darling. When I come home
I promise that I will let you see me.
Once I took the Collected
Nietzsche on a trip to Cancun.
That’s how much fun I can be on holiday.
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Matthew Burgess

Forecast

after James Schuyler

You will like the way drops hang from
branchtips, jewel-like,
and you will like the long-limbed couple
wrestling by the ATMs.
Weather shifts suddenly causing strangers
to small talk. You will like that, too,
and you will like the pedestrian walkways
on bridges you can see through
to the water below,
a rising wind.
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Morning Poem
The ocelot’s descent is so slow-mo I can see its
skeleton gyrating in preparation
for a padded four-foot landing. Bravo.
My glee over its not having splatted
cut short by black leather boots. Am I
in trouble? Do I want to be
in trouble? Taut uniform and hulking physique
strikes even the dreaming me
as laughably Tom of Finland but when
the visor flips he’s suddenly
Yoko Ono. Awake thinking Why Yoko? Inbox:
Dear Professor, I am too upset
to speak to you in person. You hurt my feelings
after class when you told me that
I give off nervous energy. Please explain why
you feel this way? Very hurt,
Tzivi Silver. Dear Tzivi, Please accept my apologies.
I am very sorry to have hurt
your feelings. I appreciate your determination
but you seem to be quite frantic
about the assignment. I meant to express concern,
not criticism. Dear Professor,
Thank you for your apology. All I wanted to do
was show my enthusiasm.
I have three little children at home, two of whom
receive therapy. Maybe I emanate
worried vibes because of that. Please be aware
for the future that I am very sensitive
to negative comments. Sincerely, Tzivi Silver.
This and then the radio says
virtually all baby albatrosses fly around
with plastic in their bellies.
I walk out into the drizzle. Titles of books
on a neighbor’s stoop:
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Death Is Now My Neighbor
Upon the Head of a Goat
Listen for the Whisperer
Drama in Our Time
		
and the strollerpushing nanny with a gold front tooth thinks
I’m bananas. Why is there never a Hart
Crane Collected? Plumes of shawarma waft from
the Grecian Corner: three boxes
of jalapeños dollied from a semi by a St. Nick
lookalike as I slip in. Over French
toast Kevin confesses his soft spot for leather
daddies and Vanessa says if you
space out the background chatter sounds like
“Asi blah blah za za za.”
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Now You Know
You don’t split
a chicken pot pie
with any dick
tom or harry, but
we do. We drive
up the hill the lady
tells us to, cookie
in our mouths,
park on the soft
shoulder. Overpack
for our tiny hike,
more like a skinny
dip picnic poetry
reading. Tim Dlugos
in your black tote,
we go downriver
to a deeper pool
and peel off shirts,
pants, briefs, pretend
not to check each
other out as we
awkwardly dunk
and towel off. Two
grown men taking
turns thumbing
the new collected
for favorites, how
gay are we. We
read aloud under
the trees. We say
wow. We are
so super gay.
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Hannah Brooks-Motl

Reading Morning
old things, lost places
an emphasis on daily stuff— buying groceries, arguing with your mother—
hang-outs that no longer exist, or can’t be reached
whatever version you might be enduring/entertaining
people for one reason or another not there
stealing over into such routines, a very afternoon rain shower
patter that occasionally rises
confessing monstrosities
maybe I mean the regular, even requisite—“Now it’s tomorrow, / as usual”
unfair shorthand at this point, unfairly useful
that kind of chatty
what is strenuous we begin to believe
is being
only matter-of-fact in its estimation
but also consider Sagaponack, a theater in Washington, the farm in Virginia
and how is the weather, and in what manner
does time pass for him
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Bill DeNoyelles

On “One of My Favorite Gardens”
“One of My Favorite Gardens” was written on the occasion of my accompanying
Jimmy to his weekly session with his psychiatrist Hy Weitzen. Something Jimmy
always took seriously, dressing for the occasion with proper shoes, trousers, freshly
pressed shirt and sport jacket. Yet on this day he wore a suit. Owing it to nothing
more than taxi driver logic, we ended up heading north on Third Avenue from
23rd between 8th & 7th to East 65th Street, where we were left to walk the block
and a half just past Lexington Avenue to the good doctor’s. It was mid-September,
the end of summer on the cusp of autumn, with shortening days and cool crisp
mornings that give way to balmy afternoons with that particular Manhattan haze.
En route to Dr. Weitzen’s we took time to pause alongside the Church of St.
Vincent Ferrer. There against the dark, sooty bricks of the rectory at the southwest
corner of the churchyard, I pointed out to Jimmy an immaculate, white statue
of the Virgin Mary, telling him of the fervent devotion I had had for her during
the difficult years of my childhood. He listened attentively, lost in thought until
his face lit up. He was drawn to a colorful display of roses, their meticulous
arrangement and their place amongst an apple tree, a tomato plant and (as I
excitedly pointed out) a singular stalk of maize. He spoke of the roses there,
knowing their names and origin, momentarily lost, entranced by the garden’s
simple yet varied beauty. The noise of mid-day Monday Manhattan receded as we
enjoyed a moment of secular meditation. It was in this silence, in the presence of
this breathtaking beauty, that I believe Jimmy and I acknowledged our imminent
parting. It simply passed between us, unspoken. It didn’t feel particularly heavy or
sad, for our affection was genuine and respect mutual. We smiled at one another
moving on amidst the steady stream of traffic rolling down Lexington Avenue, the
busy lunchtime crowds, the changing traffic lights.
There’s a wonderful Zen-like immediacy to the poem as Jimmy shamelessly
states the beginning and proceeds to (quite literally) pull elegance out of thin
air, merging our shared history in an arrangement as lovely as any garden ever
planted. Cyclic in nature, with great simplicity, he seamlessly weaves one day
into many as he graciously renders our walk with a portrait of me—taking note
of my work ethic, expressing his gratitude for my assistance. Just like the poem,
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we had come full circle. This was his offering, his commemoration of our days
together. It’s also a poem where a door opens (at the end). And for Jimmy, at that
exact time, a door had indeed opened. The rough time he had experienced the
previous August had somehow, ultimately opened him more deeply as a human
being. It gave him courage. In subsequent months he would rearrange his life,
minimize his rigid dependence on others and go on to read and record his work
for large, appreciative audiences. Things he had spoken of to me that summer.
The impossible now possible. He had crossed Lex.
Jimmy gave me a copy of the poem on Wednesday, September 18, 1985—the last
day of my employment. It was neatly typed on his signature tough, gray onion skin
paper with his name and date shakily signed in blue ink. Jimmy had an almost
religious humility when it came to his work, upon leaving that day he simply
smiled as he handed me the poem, saying nothing. We would stay in touch and
see each other on occasion up until his death in April 1991—a time of year when
gardens are planned and plotted. A fitting time for Jimmy’s passage.
In the short time I worked for Jimmy I found him always thoughtful, caring and
sensitive despite all of the hardships he endured. In turn, I regarded my duties
as an honor and privilege. He encouraged me as an aspiring artist and poet,
while showing great concern for my well-being. Jimmy was generous. In his
diary (published some years later) Jimmy would remark that I was “. . . prompt,
capable and a pleasure to have around.” Prompt? Yes. Capable? Perhaps. A
pleasure to be around? At twenty-four, I seriously doubt it. However, we seemed
a good match. Even after all this time, Jimmy still crosses my mind—on a bitterly
cold, clear blue January day (like the one we first met on) or when winter’s
endless brown and gray gives way to spring’s first brilliant forsythia. It is at these
precise moments that I look across the fields of time and salute Jimmy, fondly
remembering our time together.

July 1, 2013—Old Tappan, NJ
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James Schuyler

One of My Favorite Gardens
for Bill DeNoyelles

Where to begin: perhaps
where we began, near
the corner of East 65th and
Lex where the holly was
looking small but splendid
and tomatoes ripened and
many roses were cut back
while at the side door some
lovelies, large, various:
hues: pink, lighter,
darker, and
one fuchsia in
the ladies’ underwear corner,
large green round apples
studded a small overexcited tree, one plant
of maize seemed to be
growing—indeed it was!
Do you think I will
ever forget your kindness,
your courtesy, etc. or
am I over-extending myself, is this counterproductive? Indeed we
are merely friends
and the light changed and
we crossed impossible Lex
and entered a door

September 16, 1985
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Amaranth Borsuk & Andy Fitch

MAY
Mention that on the way up—I’m back on the roof. Still sleepy, riding up to the roof, I
get lost comparing different reflections the one bar-shaped elevator light makes at various
depths and altitudes. I have to explain that one a little bit better. My pants warm up
immediately in the rooftop sun. The occasional car turning off West Broadway seems
only to add to the quiet. Or seems only to add to the quiet. I’m still uncertain of how to
get—tThere’s a whole other rooftop patio area at Kristen’s building on the ninth floor
that looks it’s got to be public. I mean it’s got a lot of cylindrical steel things but I haven’t
figured out how to get there. Sun so bright that it makes my eyes roll up or recoil, whatever
it is that they do in brightness. Nice, dDark staggered shadows on the rooftop. With all
of these hHumming steel cylinders made by Greenheck. They’re fans but I don’t really
know. I guess they’re exhaust fans maybe but I don’t know if each apartment has one or
what happens. A lone kayak on the river. The Lackawanna sign is just diagonally across
from here. I’ve never known if Lackawanna is a place or not but I’ve always appreciated
that sign. Just a small top right corner of the new building next door’s still empty. The
iInhabited apartments have a nice checkerboard parquet that seems designed for this
morning sun. So in this building, the building I’m describing, the building next door, in
one 10th floor (which is the top floor) apartment a blond dog sniffs through boxes. Ten
stories below two bicycle tires, a front and back it looks like, locked to a post at the top of
which there are perpendicular one-way signs. Or something like that. All down Greenwich
to Canal, or close to it (I’ll have to figure that out), block-long strips of shade burst or
divided by or interspersed with sun. What I’m trying to say are there are these small
stripes of sun wherever there is a cross street. Blocks of shade cut up by sun at the cross
streets. The Hudson’s shimmer suggests water flowing both towards the piers and out to
its center, or out to sea. The sSky’s blue isn’t as deep as it was last week, unless you look
straight up. But the crispest delineations looking south towards the old downtown or the
old Wall Street area. Copper topped buildings with three story loggias high up. But they’re
not really loggias, but something like that. On my way downstairs I check the ninth-floor
recycling room, hoping to get lucky with the Times, though there’s only a tall Red Bull
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24
can and what looks like hair from a kiwi. It might be especially slow, the city, because
of Memorial Day weekend. Or aAt least in wealthy parts of the city. People I see seem
to be just briefly interrupting the quiet, or the silence. Somebody paints a garage door’s
silver waves, or silver ruffles, a dark grey with a long pole. 12 construction guys steer a
soggy wooden beam into place, or a warped wooden beam, with everybody talking and
laughing, giving off suggestions and joking around. Three bags stuffed with uniforms left
outside Acapella restaurant’s front door, where it smells like sweat and pee. West Indian
guys, or Jamaican guys, distributing beer from a Coors Light truck. I’m surprised by how
much beer West Indian guys are distributing from a Coors Light truck. I’m surprised by
the quantity of beers taken out by Jamaican guys. Blah, blah, blah. Along the freezers in
Morgan’s deli, flat cardboard boxes have been laid where the floor must have been a bit
damp. At the corner of Duane and Greenwich a large red grocery cart left with just an
Animal Crackers container in the form of a transparent bear. My whole reason for going to
Morgan’s was to get a bottle of Apollinaris. Outside Notus (“Brazilian Colonial Antiques”)
which just closed down, five long plant pots filled with weeds that seem cilantro. And
tThen a plaid, vinyl laundry bag torn open with XL t-shirts spilling out of it. A pale girl
partially snarls as her mom rubs in suntan lotion. I’ve never liked watching, looking at
kids ride scooters. Outside Independence School, Primary School 234, wilting irises, or
aging irises, with veined white leaves sticking up and the purple parts flopping like dog
ears planted in fond memory of Nick Silvestri, 1993-2004. Mention that I can hear the
water sloshing around in my bottle as I walk home.
One of the first entries for the day: the cover story in Kristen’s magazine, I’ve got to figure
out what it’s called again, is “Cooking with Lavender.” The magazine is called Today’s
Diet and Nutrition.
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Lee Upton

It’s Raining Inside James Schuyler
Not tearing the umbrellas inside out
not even blowing them side to side
just getting wetness wetter
and then the rain dwindles
but the sun has a shimmer
like it’s missing the rain
and every once in a while
the trees in the park let down
a drenching
like they have to admit:
Oh I almost forgot about the rain.
So many Aprils.
And then the rain is back
in strings
like hair from a horse’s tail.
Oh good. Weather everywhere.
Inescapable weather.
Even in everybody’s
buttonholes: weather.
And someone has put an umbrella over
Gertrude Stein
in Bryant Park
where she squats
like a toad.
Blossoms drift past and cigarette
ash in the rain
and somewhere in a pond
koi swirl against koi like
they’re rehearsing
to be a kimono.
The koi look
like they’ve been scrubbed
by a brick
which is why I won’t leave
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this little metal table
with its legs
modeled on insects
among insects.
And now it’s raining
in the sunlight.
And the afternoon has a new
nip in it.
Chill April.
Rain lands on my neck
and slips further,
little geraniums of rain.
That’s all right.
Long ago a rain drop
fell from a leaky ceiling
into my eye
and I lived for that.
And then walking not slow
there is my friend
decades since we’ve seen each other
and he knows me instantly.
The same raincoat, he says.
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Josh Lefkowitz

Me and Schuyler
You think that you’re the only one
with the courage and tenacity
to carry on a sort of running diary
but then the internet shows you
a review of work by James Schuyler,
a name you know you know
but not too well, and reading his work
and following the wormhole,
leaping link to link, sinking deep
into a world of Schuyler’s words
you see that others, too, have shared
these similar desires and tendencies
to make prosaic epistolary poetry.
So many more have come before the now—
And yet, somehow, this doesn’t bum me out.
Indeed, it leaves me feeling tinged with honor
to see we shared an impulse, me and Schuyler—
That’s what artistic traditions are all about!
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Sean Singer

Sky Lore
Look at the Chelsea Hotel now,
and its wrought-iron balustrade
on the balcony. The window faces
West 23rd Street, yellow
and tar-turned crosstown, and that is Schuyler’s
window. Fall 1985. There are four
orange pill bottles
on the rosewood chair. The wood, like the man,
are now extinct. He made these skinny
poems like green wine:
All things are real / no one a symbol. Also
on the chair six or eight folded
notices and invitations, a remote control,
And in six or eight piles there are LPs,
like “malevolent ageratums” pink evenings
“Cornet Chop Suey”, cymbals, Strega, and
our love might end. Schuyler sits between a fern
and the peeling liquor of a white begemmed tree.
I think Chris Felver took the picture
when Schuyler had a glam flannel pile,
a missing shoe, a terry robe, and a drop
of manuscript sheets in the carefully
pungent salad of his room beyond the balustrade.
The crisp copy of Locus Solus Winter 1961
has a long prose piece, “Current Events” by Schuyler
about his favorite topic, an eighth grade field trip.
Of course, now, when the class visits West 23rd Street
they see the Donut Plant, Steel Gym, and OMG Jeans.
Schuyler called it the “isle of joy.” He loved the city—
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fresh linen, Lena Horne, his masterpiece “The Crystal
Lithium,” naked tinsel, pillowcase embroidery, sunup coffee,
pianoforte, big disclosures, Cheap Thrills, jasmine cologne,
Korean mums, old dominoes, West 22nd Street, something stony, Danish
silver chain, medicated shave foam, Act One La Traviatta,
pink palms, swamp maple, silver bark, candied violets, Pernod,
Schuyler sitting with oriental rug colors, legs crossed white socks,
he slowly puts his right hand in the opening.
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Becca Klaver

Hymn to Life
today I go from the bottom of
Wisconsin
to the bottom of
Illinois
right now we are going
nowhere
waiting for train 392 to pass
I am on 393
northbound trumps south
America
“to the west there is no country”
a misheard lyric
seared in my mind
I don’t know the source
but I suspect it’s
(there is no there there)
true
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Hymn to Life
To be Jimmyesque
put the clichés in quotes
and invent epigrams
and vice-a vers-a
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Hymn to Life
stripes & smears
the myth that you let
anybody treat you a certain way
you walk away or you don’t
or you run
or you don’t
or you get an arrow to the back
as you walk away
or you don’t
though we all share
some similar ones
acts are oddly individual
and unrepeatable
this is not a theory of performance
this is a hymn to life
stripes & smears
cruel, crawling foam
puddle troughs between rows of dirt
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Hymn to Life
On vacation
in other people’s normal lives
I miss my own fucked-up one
but the way you miss
a time and place
to which you can never return
Besides I wouldn’t want to live
in any of these places
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Hymn to Life
I went where I couldn’t get hurt
I went inside for three minutes
and the Southern Illinois wind
knocked down the table umbrella
You can get hurt anywhere
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Hymn to Life
I know why the wind blows
through the willow trees
because I am sad
and believe
in the most pathetic
fallacies
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Hymn to Life
At my sister’s
dumping scraps on the compost pile
I find a piece of paper on the heap
closer
I recognize my handwriting
green ink smeared by weather
yesterday’s winds
must have brought it there
to decompose?
who knows
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Chip Livingston

Winter Mix
It’s snowing on Jane Street and I wish Schuyler’s boots
were kicking out from under his umbrella, or someone else’s boots
since Jimmy’s dead and his boots would be a prize
unbargained for, but Schuyler’s vision prized
the sight of snow falling on Jane Street, the view
from Kenward’s fourth floor Greenwich Avenue, the view
assigned to Dlugos, too, and Boulte, and Matthews and Groffsky,
to name a few alive and dead who shared this piece of sky,
now my piece of cake to decorate with any kind of frosting.
Snow slants onto cars parked on Jane Street, covering them with frost
like fresh black bread topped with sifted flour.
The hour’s collaged with paper flowers
into tomorrow. The dead are thick this new year’s eve,
the parlor quiet, snow piling up on the window eave.
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Some Days
one day you think you’re off to the green mountains, the next you’re on standby.
one day a ringneck snake crawls over your shoe! you haven’t seen a wild one since
you were 13 years old. you admit it didn’t crawl over your shoe. it crawled around
it. but it touched your shoe.
one day you are thinking about joe getting a tattoo. you are smoking a hand-rolled
cigarette. you think smoking hand-rolled cigarettes is like kissing a man with a
mustache.
the next day you are friends with a hundred men with mustaches.
one day you’re new york new york, you’re compressing before the next
decompression.
one day you’re going to the baltics. you’re in st petersburg russia on the 70th
anniversary of the murders of the last romanovs.
one day it is your last day in stockholm and you are flying to paris to see mr. p.
one day you are back in the usa and you are going to a going away party.
one day you are finally packing for vermont.
one day is garter snakes, bumblebees, chipmunks, sunshine and a broken tooth.
one day a garter snake falls on your head when you open the office door.
one day you dance like tab hunter.
one day you get stung by a suicidal wasp and, damn, you forgot how much they
sting and then burn and then hurt.
one day where there was a snake there is a snakeskin.
one day where there was a snakeskin there is part of a snakeskin.
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Nick Twemlow

I wanted to write you a love poem
By the time I started writing,
I had just come in from the back patio,
Where I had seen the moon’s reflection
In the water feature. I laughed
To myself, wondered how the water
Caught the moon, which seemed
At too odd an angle. And what
Was being featured? I once wrote,
“Nothing is too anything,”
And I’m thinking tonight that
I’m right. This saddens me.
But I’m not sad. Just saddened.
Like I breathe. Like I circulate.
My body would like to tell you
How much it can’t stand
To tell you what it wants to tell you.
Here’s a sample: Teeth. Stomach.
Skin. Application. Teeth. Poems.
Stomach. Stomach. Teeth.
Yard. Wood trim. Teeth. Teeth.
Skin. Stomach. Stomach.
Teeth. Sacha. Everything’s
Going to be all right. Sacha?
Teeth teeth stomach teeth.
I spend all of my time creating
Novel ways to distract myself
From the need to distract myself.
One minute goes like this:
You don’t want to know. That’s
The hardest part, conveying
How just being just feels.
And my latest concern is for
Our son. Seeing him alone
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Pinned against the wall at Willowwind
By some apparitional collector
Of lost souls, I wept later that night.
As I’m sure you’re doing right now.
I know it’s just a moment among
The millions, and there was a backStory and Henry and is he always
Thinking about. Teeth. Stomach.
Teeth. Skin. Sacha. Stereo-death.
My little Telemachus, defending
A ghost most of his life. His mother
Obsessed with the shadow of a man.
I’m not saying you’re unraveling
A weave every night. I think
That’s what I do, these evenings
Typing pixels into oblivion
Dentist. Acid reflux. Dentist.
Stillpoint (this is my least effective
And thus most-played of my distractions,
In which I imagine sitting Lotus
On a massive lily pad on a pond
Somewhere in fifth century China
And I hold the chakra position as long
As possible (which isn’t very long)
And I imagine all my obsessions (one
Of which, for years, even though
I could’ve solved for this with a quick
Dictionary check, was whether
Obsession had three s’s or four)
Abstracting into a color, sometimes
It’s a version of blue, sometimes
I can’t work it out, because I have
Such an impoverished color palette
To work with, so I get caught up
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In this, my inability to see color
In any interesting way, and then
The whole thing falls apart
And I am back in here, where
The walls are pink and the pixels
Laugh like dropsied clowns
And some kind of plague
Takes hold and stomach
Teeth skin Sacha what was it?
Some kind of plague riots
In the grid I can’t keep track
My teeth need immediate attention
Do I look fat in this shirt where
Is my focus? Stillpoint. Hellish
Laughter ringing in my ears
Teeth, teeth. Migraine
Like a reprieve I can go to
Sleep for a moment once I
Stomach dentist root canal
This appears it will never end
Like the worst comedy
In which you expect to laugh
But the laugh never comes
Like reviews of my book
That plague having now
It exists in the world so much
Worse than when it was
But a glint in my eye
As it were the moon
Did that, this glint
Stomach stillpoint do you
Love me Sacha do you
Think I’ll ever be more than
The sum of my regressions
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Which compile like maggots
Of data eating through
A server in Reston, VA
Where teeth annul
And stomachs inhere
And I think in ultimate
Infinity a category of
Sadness I am inventing
As I punch these keys
And I hope you have
A really wonderful reading
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Rob Schlegel

from

January Machine

Thinking something romantic about the novel
I’m in this looped recording
trying to describe what I’ve seen
as lines go down on streets with Spenser
in ergo of Schuyler capturing hymns
in a collage of sacraments. When the crazy in power
produce more than broken radios
out of praise for the archive
I’ll leave today alone. If I’ve missed
my chance to find meaning
and the ocean is really diminishing
along with my faith that someday
I’ll repose in its over-described arms
then tonight I’ll fall into bed
thinking something romantic about the novel.
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Shanna Compton

White Chrysanthemums
This morning the cherries like sullen juveniles
in the orchard amid the cries of other people’s children,
but why should that be a sad way to begin? I don’t care—
why not admit the sun flatly shone with a too-early
intensity troubling every shadow like a doubted fact?
Look at me, mimicking you. I cast my eyes around,
recalling yesterday, floating descriptions. What other way is there
to begin when you’re flawed in the ways we are? The lull
of morning, the lapse of afternoon, the throb of the day
receding into the bath of evening, that sort of ache
I’m always proud of, but still—not a word written and nothing
much accomplished. It is June, after all, with its heat
and persistent tart stain, its overhyped and rhyming supermoon
I went out to see anyway, onto the county road
in my pajamas, where another woman in her pajamas
had come out too, amid the glowing ghosts of moonlit
houses to see what all the fuss was about. It would make
a good story to say we stopped and talked but
all we said was hello, then I came inside again, back
to the small circle we make, like always. It must be true,
and it must be personal, I’m thinking, if I’m going
to dedicate it. I can stall a bit and talk about how
it’s the wettest June on record, how when we drive along the river
the gold-green blur of trees feels even better than
the water feels and how I pretend (or mistake) all sorts
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of small unhearable sounds (a slow hiss of air released
as skin cools) are audible to me now with my bionic
enhancements and poet’s attention, though nothing
special is needed to detect his sighs as he drives,
the kind I worry about, or to recognize a few minutes
later the laughter, bursting mostly from the chest, a peculiar
exhalation, hard and sudden. I love this new-to-me
soundtrack and I suppose it’s a bit mournful to think
about all the years I missed it. Except maybe
I’d never have noticed, had it not been revealed again after
a gradually accruing absence, in the same way the river
creeps lower week after week until stunned to roaring in a flash
flood that we pull over to watch for a while. Despite
the flashing alerts, there was no tornado, by the way,
and in fact it hardly seemed to rain at all last night. I slept
through it, rain being a different sort of soundtrack altogether.
Earlier I was reading back over the unfinished poems
collected in a folder, mostly half-starts and interrupted
sessions and noticed that I am somewhat stuck
on the yellow blazing of forsythia, letting it in every April
and every next April forgetting I’ve already said
whatever there is to say about the almost violent way it slashes
into the gray tail-end of winter. But then!
the book falls open to “April and Its Forsythia” and I feel
not just forgetful but like a knockoff as well.
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Anyway, the weather trouble never manifested
and the peppers and tomatoes will be fine so I
am relieved (or deprived) of the regret I’d planned to feel
for not covering them before I went upstairs to bed.
I’ve also been reading your diaries. We go to Maine
every summer too, in fact the same vicinity,
without bothering to own an island. Oh let me
dig: you’re dead and so is everyone else. It’s just
the envy talking. I wish I’d been there or could somehow
visit now. Like our forsythia (but it is so yellow)
it’s not a coincidence, the Blue Hill Peninsula, Penobscot Bay,
memorizing views from Old Town kayaks (you said canoes).
I can see from the receipt I found tucked into the book
that I bought it in 1998 so probably you did plant
the idea, because a year or two later I (lazy gardener) decided
we had to go and we did go and keep going back.
Here’s the brutal part about Frank, “the dead best friend”
that wrenches but also makes me defensive (I’ll get to why),
reaching to say something about my own friends who have died—
and there are a few, but most of the ones I mean
are still alive, just no longer with us. Or I with them.
So maybe it’s me who died, back there in Texas
before we moved to New York, and then again in Brooklyn
before coming here, and also all the practice I got
dying as a child, a darling Dear Departed, “oh look
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at those dimples, will you?” I’m so good at it! A sucker
for all the flowers I imagine they’d bring. Really though,
proper death seems way too blank and pointless,
so I’ll never do it: I’ll publish COLLECTED POEMS and throw
a party on my one-hundredth birthday instead, a sucker
for the flowers I imagine they’ll all bring. Turns out
following your lead isn’t as simple (I didn’t say easy)
as I hoped, despite the way I feel as soon as I open
your COLLECTED POEMS and start reading, sliding off
the pages into my own: for instance, if I had syphilis
I’d definitely not put that in a poem so matterof-factly, not that either is anything to feel virtuous about.
That’s why those of us who are drawn to oceans and woods
are drawn to woods and oceans: we can be both intimate
and at-large at once. Yes, and islands. Just last week
a man in a magazine lamented that poets were too much
involved in themselves vs. the larger concerns of the world,
while here I have been sitting for years lamenting maybe
my poems are not personal enough! It’s a bit like your theory
(hypothesis, more accurately), that déjà vu is the lag
of one half of the brain behind the other. Instead of
a schizophrenic tendency (as your friends suggested),
just a simple synaptic delay or something—
you didn’t explain by what mechanism—one half of every poem
can’t wait to divulge everything while the other half
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not only lags behind but never even plans to arrive.
Once when I went home to take care of my mother,
who they thought at first had a stroke but hadn’t, my sister
said (my mother told me) she hadn’t realized
I was so caring. As if there’s any other reason to pull so
hard, away! Here, I’ll tell a story about when S and I
were first together, long enough for him to find my push-pull style
of love vexatious: he ran across some pages in a notebook
for keeping phone numbers that I’d incongruously used
to write a partial journal entry about another boyfriend.
He said he was hooked, entranced, a bit shocked too
(all flattering to hear), and since I was at work
scoured the house for more of the diary. I wrote a lot of them
back then and never thought to hide them
despite the dozens of people tromping through my house
each week, a risky parade. He found the box
in the living room closet and read every word
in all of them, probably thirty notebooks, going back
to the ones I wrote as a teenager, the ones I still haven’t
worked up the nerve to revisit but also can’t burn.
Before I got home he put them back in the box and didn’t say
a word. He felt guilty, but also better. I’d been unbricked
a bit and didn’t even know it. A week or so later we got into it,
such an argument, when we were still learning how! And he
said something he couldn’t have known, no one could have,
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and my guts shot into space where I felt them float
gravityless and black-cold for about a minute before
they slammed hot back into my core. I boiled the fuck
over then, didn’t I? And I tried to stay mad, put on
a convincing performance and hollered as long
as we needed to, to make our fledgling headway.
After that there was no chance I’d let him go:
he knew too much and I’d learned a different kind of fear:
not that of being revealed or judged but of the relief
I felt at being exposed. Oh vomitous intimacy!
There’s your Baudelaire’s skull, I guess.
A constant ugly healing picked-at wound.
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Elaine Equi

Reading Schuyler
His gift was the ability to see buildings bloom
in unusual, at times theatrical light.
Flowers were memories pressed between
the thick pages of skyscraper books.
Their fragrant speech he understood telepathically—
or just liked looking at them silent naked.
Weather was clothing—i.e., a spiritual scarf or hat
one threw on mornings or evenings.
Books were closest to him of all. The voices
in his head. Those dead but still true.
Drugs were facts. No getting around (without) them.
His colors make us hungry: “What a paintjob, smooth as an eggplant.”
He could say: “A cardinal enchants me with its song” and get away with it.

Drawing by Darragh Park
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James Schuyler

Black Windows
of earliest morning,
and end of night: and
against them large
leaves
of a parlor linden
one thin branch
stretched out to show
leaves
large leaves,
green!
against a white wall.
Awake, go to void,
make coffee, take
pills, the radio:
“Dolly’s Garden”: Fauré.
Soon the windows will
go gray, then blue? No:
rain predicted, ending
late Monday (today is
Sunday, the worst day:
oh well:
what the hell)
The heel of my right
foot throbs: February,
March, April, May, June,
July, August, September,
October: nine months of
constant pain: neuritis:
no sleep, no demerol and
now the pain abates!
As Leibniz said,
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“Only health is beautiful.”
Not true:
but it sure seems true
when you’re sick,
in pain
constant
as the big green leaves
of a parlor linden.

November 4, 1984
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Now
I think I’ll open
that window. And
close the door.
The kitchen floor
needs mopping:
ditto the bathroom tiles. And
why is that bed
littered with
dirty laundry
and back issues
of the TLS? Why
aren’t those pants
at the cleaners?
Where is the new
Country Life? I
want to read
something nice.

November 5, 1984
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After the Operation
I’m a great believer in
total anesthesia but my
surgeon wanted to be able
to talk with me so I
only had it from the
waist down.
After the
first bypass failed they
repeated the operation.
At one point an X-ray
was swung into place
and blasted my crotch.
I didn’t know there was
such pain in the world!
“My groin!” I screamed,
“you’re destroying
my groin!” One of the
masked figures said,
“You didn’t feel it
in your foot?” “My
groin!”
And with memories like
that, doctor, do you
seriously think one
lousy dalmain will
give me any sleep?

November 10, 1984, 4 a.m.
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Statement
A pause for coffee
and breath in the
unending struggle
for life: where?
Here? In this
soon to be splendid
chamber where
Ida Cox is singing
she got nobody
I got somebody
no lover yes
but many friends
too numerous to
count or name
right now here
in this room I
know so well
and love so dearly

Wednesday, September 1985
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For You
“The world is composed
of cream cheese,” I
thought as I crawled out
of bed unto this Olivetti
despite the all too successful efforts of WNCN
to drive me over the
wall and into the hedges
by playing yet another
Baroque horror composed
for unaccompanied brass
and Kazoo. I prefer to
reflect that when I
came round from the
poisoning by a household remedy your face,
blonde hair and smile is
what I first was aware
of upon return to what
we laughingly call the
daily grind; and further
who is always the first
to visit me when I
am sequestrated yet
yet again and and
again: who came to
escort me home from
my latest and we had
a merry quarrel anent
impossibility of flagging
down a cab on Greenwich Avenue “One proceeds to nearest Avenue
going north,” I
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more or less screamed
in my happiness at
finding myself alone
with you, Tom, your
good humor equal only
to your delightful
good looks and we
finally proceeded on
our merry way stopping just long enough
to buy a banana
smoothie or two for
my liberated lunch:
I may not know much,
my dear, but I
indeed know what I
like: the moment
when you threw your
overcoated arms
around me and said
“I love you so
much!” and I
do so you too
and always will
(I hope), well
you get the message
despite my all
too recent too
hysterical madness
in doubting you,
indeed I
“love you so much.”
Sunday a.m., September 29, 1985
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Tom Carey

Plain Air

for James Schuyler

Just think: the world turns
and clouds drink their way
across Manhattan; it all happens
though we’ve stopped looking.
Silly, that koan about sound:
the one about the tree
crashing noiselessly.
Having fallen,
doesn’t it lie there and hum?
And what about everything
under and around it?
Don’t bugs have ears?
In walking
there’s the feeling of walking:
concrete under foot;
water in the hair, dew
from someone’s air conditioner.
There are rivers that flow
between buildings,
the city is a forest
and we are its trees and rocks.
You taught me to look up:
Clouds from a cab on a June evening,
how the architecture disappears
into indigo matting,
the edge of New York blurs.
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Nathan Kernan

The Moment Came When Arthur and
Bobby Were to Go to Europe, and
Frank and I to Return to the City
A found poem using words of James Schuyler, recalling events of October,
1953, transcribed verbatim from a taped conversation with Peter Schjeldahl,
January 4, 1977
I don’t remember so much about this particular autumn.
I was working, and I assume
that Frank was working;
certainly he was doing something.
Stuart Preston called up to invite us
to a party. “How would you two grass widows,”
he said, “like to come to a costume ball on Halloween?”
This made us feel quite gleeful.
Frank and I went off to the kind of store where they sell
used clothing and bought black hats and black veils.
Mine was a real mourning veil, which
came down practically to my feet.
On the evening of the ball, we put
our outfits in brown paper bags and set out.
We arrived somewhere in the upper seventies
and in the vestibule put on our hats and our veils.
Stuart, as it happened, opened the door. He was dressed
as a Scotsman. All of the other guests
were dressed very elaborately,
like Pierrots and that kind of thing.
The effect that we had was stunning!
We filled them with loathing and hate.
I was drinking a martini under my veil when
I turned to Frank and said, “Get
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me out of here!” Get me out of there he did.
We went to some other party and then to a big
loft party way downtown. The only person that
would have had the wit to come in drag
was the poet Jimmy Merrill, who
was wearing his maid’s dress and carrying a bath mat
over his arm and some sort of schmatta wrapped
around his head. He said, “My dears, I’m so glad to see you!”
The evening for me ended in snow and going home
with someone in lederhosen who was rather fun.
When I left his house I left my veil
and hat on the hood of a car.
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John Ashbery

Introduction to a Reading by
James Schuyler
I knew someone in college who refused to listen to any chamber music because
he wanted to save up at least one major aesthetic experience for late in life.
Tonight I think many of us are in for a treat not unlike that of experiencing one’s
first chamber music at a ripe age. James Schuyler doesn’t ordinarily give poetry
readings; as far as I know this is the first public one he has ever given. Until now,
at least, he has resisted the urge to public utterance that has turned the heads of
so many poets ever since poetry readings became popular in the late fifties, and
which has resulted in a kind of performance-art of poetry parallel to the private
consumption of poetry that one had known previously.
This is not the place to debate whether poetry readings are good or bad, and
indeed I’m sure that everyone here tonight is very glad to at last be able to see
and hear Mr. Schuyler read his poems. I will only say that I think that the fad for
seeing and hearing real live poets give utterance to their works is good insofar
as it has drawn attention to poetry and resulted in a wider audience for it in the
past few decades, and bad insofar as it can tempt the poet to undertake the kind
of poetry he or she might not have attempted without the lure of the limelight
that even modest tours on the remoter poetry circuits can provide. In any case,
Schuyler has avoided these pitfalls, not out of principle, probably, but simply
because they interfere with the business of living daily life as he means to lead
it. And though I am myself ambivalent about the value of poetry readings, I can’t
help regretting that his decision has possibly slowed the growth of Mr. Schuyler’s
audience in a time when performance and personalities tend to upstage the
written word. Perhaps that situation is already changing as of tonight, however.
I have known Mr. Schuyler so long that it is difficult to remember a time when I
was writing and wasn’t his friend. We collaborated over a period of many years on
a novel called A Nest of Ninnies, and today there are many lines in it that we can’t
be sure which of us wrote. That’s rather fun in a way, and it’s nice to have a writer
to whom one feels so close both personally and aesthetically that asking advice
from him is only a step removed from consulting oneself. At the same time, I feel
he is very different from me, and I’m jealous. Because he’s somehow managed to
draw on the whole arsenal of modernism, from the minimalism of Dr. Williams
to the gorgeous aberrations of Wallace Stevens and the French Surrealists, and
still write in what Marianne Moore calls “plain American which cats and dogs can
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read.” He makes sense, dammit, and he manages to do so without falsifying or
simplifying the daunting complexity of life as we are living it today.
He has been called a nature poet, and it’s true that nature observed does play a
large role in his poetry, but he’s about as far from Wordsworth as you can get. He’s
closer to Elizabeth Bishop, with whom he has sometimes been compared: for both
these superb poets, nature is merely what is adjacent, what one looks out on all
the time, whether it be trees, people, vehicles or odd happenings that one happens
to witness. Schuyler is at the antipodes of romanticism because nature is merely
the medium he lives in, and nature in that sense is sometimes troublesome and
more often boring. Schuyler, however, is on such intimate terms with it that he
can easily afford to give it a slap on the wrist when it tends to run on, as it so often
does. The two are like a married couple whose occasional spats look disconcerting
to outsiders but for themselves are merely another kind of smooth sailing. What
else is there to do but go about one’s business, observe and reflect and jot down
notes that in Schuyler’s case are an inspired utterance couched in everyday terms.
In one of his poems he asks,
		
But
What if it is all “Maya,
illusion?” I
doubt it, though. Men are not
so inventive. Or
few are. Not knowing
a name for something proves nothing. Right
now it isn’t raining, snowing, sleeting, slushing,
yet it is
doing something. As a matter of fact
it is raining snow.
		
—from “Empathy and New Year”
I give you a poet who knows the names for things, and whose knowing proves
something.
From a reading given at the Dia Art Foundation, New York City (November 15, 1988).
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Charles North

Lights

for James Schuyler

Sunday traffic exhausted
by Sunday sunshine
Hudson River sightings
field & meadow green & bright
over there
from the Geo. Washington Bridge
the expanse opens up like a hand
from the expanse
the bridge folds
giant steel cables designed
to support willingness
shooting a movie then tearing it down
with what
another movie
now the lights go out in Poughkeepsie
Tarrytown turns down the television
Ossining and Dobbs Ferry
the light in a window
and the darkness
and over there
another light

6/20/70
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Charles North

For Jimmy Schuyler Memorial
Reading—Cambridge, 11/14/91
I began writing poems in the late 1960s, and read Freely Espousing so
many times that it was not only part of me but also falling apart. This was the
Paris Review edition. I remember what a thrill it was, after having corresponded,
to meet Jimmy in 1971 at a party. To my astonishment, when we were introduced,
he said something like, “Finally.” Possibly I was projecting: I was nervous and also
had had one too many. In any case, he has remained one of my two or three chief
inspirers, the person I read when I seem to have forgotten—as would seem to be
the case alarmingly often—what poetry is. He is the poetic conscience, it seems to
me, for all of us.
The only other thing I want to mention, before reading a couple of his
wonderful poems, is how deceptive they sometimes are, especially the smaller
ones. I don’t know about you, but I’ve had the experience more than a few times
of coming upon a new one, say, in The New Yorker, giving it a first reading while
half-thinking, “Oh, another Schuyler poem,” and then suddenly having the poem
strike—another thrill.
With his Selected Poems finally out, and from the publisher they deserve,
a lot more people know his work than was the case in the 60s or even the 70s.
That lack of recognition for so long, beyond a relatively small circle, was cause not
only for dismay but bafflement: How could anyone so good go overlooked. Since
his poems, particularly the big ones, now form a healthy portion of our poetic
world view, I thought it might be interesting to retrieve three short ones that aren’t
in the Selected, one still unpublished as far as I know.
“Dec. 28, 1974”
“Many of My Poems”
“Footnote”
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Notes
1.

“Light from Canada”— In June of 1970 I wrote a poem influenced by
Jimmy (“Lights,” printed in my first book, Elizabethan & Nova Scotian
Music), dedicated it to him, and showed it to Tony Towle, whom I had
been in touch with since sitting in on his Poetry Project workshop in
spring 1970. Tony, without my knowledge I’m pretty sure, sent it to
Jimmy, and in September of 1971, out of the blue, I received a note from
Jimmy saying “Let me return the compliment” along with this carbon
copy of “Light from Canada.” Needless to say, I was thrilled. It’s still one
of my favorites of all his poems.

2.

Flyer for 1978 NYC Schuyler reading—I don’t remember much about
the reading of Schuyler poems Jim Brodey set up (Jimmy hadn’t given
any readings and I don’t think anyone expected him to do so) except the
mysterious doubling of my name on the flyer! When I sent a copy to
Jimmy’s biographer, Nathan Kernan, he remarked on the impressive list
of readers. I guess it is impressive, but certainly more so now than in
1978—it’s easy to forget that New York (School) poetry was a pretty wellkept secret for a long time.

3.

Intro to 3 poems read at 1991 Schuyler memorial—organized by Bill
Corbett at MIT. I have fond memories of the event, which brought
together an interestingly various group of Schuyler admirers. In addition
to a number of usual suspects—I recall seeing David Trinidad and Eileen
Myles on the train to Boston—there were poets from the area like Frank
Bidart. I wrote this little intro for the poems I read, which included one
Jimmy never published to my knowledge: the poem that ends: “Many /
think that I am modest: / they could not be more mistaken. / I’m a great
poet: no other way.” The other two, which I consider among his very
best shorter poems though omitted from the Farrar Straus Selected, were
“Dec. 28, 1974” (JS: “too many dates already!”) and “Footnote.”
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Please Don’t Talk about Me when
I’m Gone
Back in a jiff. If a drink can be a Bloody Mary
why can’t a cloud stunted and pocked by evening be
a world view. Because I say so. The daffodil with the color
variation
arms long and small.
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Lucretian
So you can’t say it
in English.
Time is a plate.
The patrols
don’t exactly go together
(as Borges
said of T. S. Eliot
and the St. Louis Blues)
but they stir things up.
Like the topographical map of New York State
strewn with leaves and snow.
A carrot in a still-life
has feelings too even
if the nervous adjectives can’t account for them.
Thin and mindful of the
present which holds out hope
(beyond its gonfalon of failure)
lime green in moonlight.
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Michael Lally

The Jimmy Schuyler Sonnets
1.
At a party for Lawrence Ferlinghetti at
Barbara Guest’s New York apartment in
1975, Jimmy approached me and asked:
Are you Michael Lally? I confessed I
was. Then he asked: May I kiss you?
Not something I particularly wanted,
but because he was James Schuyler I
said: Sure. So he did. I wasn’t into it,
but he was. It was brief. He seemed
pleased. I figured he asked for the kiss
because he was attracted to me, so I
wanted to know why he first asked if
I was me. He said: To make sure you
were the man who writes those poems.
2.
As he was leaving the party a man asked
Jimmy if he would write down his address
for him. He had a book he wanted to send
him. Jimmy took the pen and paper the
man provided and wrote in an elegant
cursive style: James Schuyler. Then underneath that in the same old-style cursive,
but smaller, he wrote: James Schuyler.
Underneath that he wrote in even smaller
script: James Schuyler. I no longer recall
how many times he did this, but the last
had diminished to unreadable size. He gave
the paper and pen back to the man and
left him to read it and look up, mystified.
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3.
Jimmy’s peers at times expressed frustration
with the childlike aspect of his need to be
cared for, not believing it was entirely
from his mental health struggles. I might
have some small insight into that now.
Not because I suffer as Jimmy did, but
because I worry some of my peers may
be exasperated with my childish need to
be forgiven or excused or tolerated or
indulged when I forget to respond or seem
to ignore or avoid so much and blame it
on the brain operation some may think I
use as a license to only do what I want, the
way some thought Jimmy sometimes did.
4.
I’ve been copying lines, from books
I read, in a bound journal since 1962.
A few here and there, not a lot, but
several from James Schuyler poems.
Here are two: “Californians need to
do a thing to enjoy it. / A smile in the
street may be loads! you don’t have
to undress everybody.” And the other:
“Did Beowulf call the sea ‘the penisshrinker’?” I can pick up any book of
his and read any random lines and find
gems. I just did: “From the next room
the friendly clatter of an electric typewriter.” Jimmy knew what mattered.
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William Corbett

A Few Schuyler Poems
“It’s not sticking” someone has turned in bed and looked out at the wet night street

By morning it fits cars like good tailoring Now it’s doing something between rain

And snow breathing into the open subway car door at Charles Street chilling a

Woman applying eyeliner on her way to work Gray March sky not crisp but even
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Not Shoe-lyer, Sky-lyer
Perfect for our port
Of light and air,
Master of the Golden Hour.
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On any day
All hours, any month
He could look out
Whatever window
And report news
Of the world.
Flowers by name,
Stray bird, passing
Dog, architectural
Details by name
And the day’s light,
St. Patrick’s Day,
Scouring all
Like steel wool.
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I take my stance before Fanelli’s
Minor league urinal seeing
McFeeley’s Roman steles
And Dublin’s National Library
Marble a man could stand in.
No place for a tinkle.
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Poetry loves a basement
Lit by a gooseneck lamp
Like early Christians meeting
Under the sign of the fish.
Came here under a full moon
Wind off the distant harbor
Up Flatbush’s ample hill.
Mark read his cheeseburgers.
The stars are up there,
Oh, somewhere asleep but
Awake to us playful animals
Filling a donut box with change.
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A noir feel
Through Brooklyn’s dark
Morning streets.
(Daylight savings is
Given to the evening.)
Carol’s death . . .
Wintry mix, lights
Just going on floors above,
Bright signs over empty bars,
A homeless man pushes
His bags of woe up 6th Avenue
But the story is something done
That could not be undone
Then years of estrangement
Meaningless now.
On the Acela into the dark
Suburbs gray hairs reflect
In the window
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On to Boston two days
Before spring every mile
Deeper into winter.
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Russian Horizon
Khrushchev’s dream of tutus and tanks Kekham, Emperor of Banana Gold
pomegranate Kliun wall
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Three quarter
Moon disAppears into
Easter Monday
April Fools Day
In the Bronx
The Sox open
Downtown Clark’s
Longprose his
Work, Jimmy
Said, like GrapeNuts. Evelyn
Carries me
To Penn Station
North to Boston’s
Sharp April veer
“Surrender,” magNolia buds stutter
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April will grow
Into them skinny
Jeans and all
Wind right through
You hard blue
Sky by subway
To Nicole who bears
A blossoming cherry
Tree on her
Clear young fresh
Now this light
And piercing air
Is hers this skinny
Poem closing “A Few
Poems for James Schuyler.”
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Vincent Katz

Carnaval
I’m feeling better
maybe I can write my poem now
after listening to Banda da Bolívar
in rua Bolívar
it’s only Monday
Tuesday’s a ways to come
I’ve settled down
for better or worse
put on my party shirt white pants
I’m afraid of my own thoughts
poetry makes it easy to write
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Finntown Road
for Bob and Penelope

I love this road.
You can drive and drive
on it. And you see things,
fields and houses, settings
in sun and shadow. Nothing
changes much here. The lawn
gets cut, but the house stays
the same. I love the clouds,
how they rise above the land,
curved as if planted there,
and the sun rises, spreads.
Because I’m always coming
to you two, too, here, or
going back refreshed,
the scenic route.
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Katherine Koch

Jimmy Schuyler’s Car Trip to
Nova Scotia with the Koch Family,
August, 1968
Jimmy Schuyler was one of my father Kenneth Koch’s best friends, a fellow New
York School poet. Kenneth and Jimmy sometimes had a complicated time with
each other, but they were generally quite close. My mother, Janice, who had a
lovely friendship with Jimmy, worked as an editor at the publishers, Harcourt
Brace. She had all but completed a Ph.D. in English from Columbia (including
having studied in Florence on a Fulbright grant); she was also a pilot who flew
small planes. I had just turned thirteen, drew and painted as much as I could, and
wanted to be an artist. Jimmy called me Koko, one of many nicknames given me
by my father.
In August, 1968, my father and I met up with Jimmy on Great Spruce Head Island,
on Penobscot Bay off the coast of Maine. He was spending the summer there, as
he had for years, with the painter Fairfield Porter the poet Anne Porter and various
of their five children. We spent some time on the island, where I got to be with
my best friend in the world, Anne and Fairfield’s younger daughter, Lizzie. After
Jimmy and my father and I left the island, we rented a car, picked up my mother
at the Rockland airport, and set off for Nova Scotia. There we spent days driving
over evergreen- and meadow-covered hills, punctuated by very blue bodies of
water: lakes and rivers, the ocean, the Bay of Fundy.

Another charm for them, and for me who had grown up with this behavior, was their happiness in slinging around silly, ironic
commentary on the things we passed. They were good travelers (I don’t think I was . . .), great appreciators of natural beauty and
of the modest houses or slightly grand churches we saw. Even if the motel had been uncomfortable the night before, and the food
dispiritingly the same as it had been the day before, they were ready to be wowed by some new wrinkle in the landscape, a new
tiny village. On the other hand, if nothing beautiful was on the horizon, they were ready to be amused by and appreciative of one
another’s wit.

Part of the particular charm of Nova Scotia for Jimmy, for my mother and father, was its deserted quality, the empty spaces among
sloping hills and the promise of water glittering beyond them. We were forced into a kind of dreamy slowness when so many miles
of winding road had to be driven every day, to get from one place to another.

The particular charm of Nova Scotia

(Photographs by James Schuyler)
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Jimmy’s images of us, like this one, are affectionate and perceptive, and often quite close up. I loved him; he made me laugh and he
listened to me, even though I was just a kid.

Jimmy was a wonderful photographer, of people as well as of scenery. The photos he took of us on the Nova Scotia trip still live
for me as images of the way my family was, and the way I was, in an era I soon came to see as paradise-like. It was right before I
got slammed with despair-inducing adolescent hormones, a few years before my parents separated—and before Jimmy had the
breakdown that changed his life for the worse, for some time.

My father and I, laughing
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Jimmy, on the other hand, was quietly taking these terrific black-and-white photos, pictures he had developed, sometime later, on
excellent, heavy-weight 8” x 10” semi-gloss paper, to mail to my mother.

where I was often found reading a teen fan magazine or an issue of Mad, rather than looking at the scenery; at age thirteen, I was at a
personal nadir of good taste. I cared nothing for the Nova Scotian landscape, but lived for rock bands and miniskirts.

My parents sat in the front of the car, Jimmy and I in the back,
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From the back seat, Jimmy photographs my father angrily turning towards my mother, his hair bristling the way a cartoon
character’s would, to express outrage—though I think it was in fact the wind blowing back his hair.

My father seemed to like travel filled with adventure and anxiety, with sudden decision-making—he liked to be the boss, which my
quiet mother and Jimmy, good-humored, let him be. Often, in the middle of his anxiety, he would tell hilarious stories, joke piled
up on joke, until we were helpless with laughter.

Kenneth angry in the car
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On the other hand, here’s my mother turning around in her seat to give Jimmy an affectionate and witty look. She smiles, and has
a look in her eyes and a lift to her eyebrows, as if she knows the secret. I remember that mid-1960’s Emilio-Pucci-inspired blouse
she’s wearing, and the mod lacy triangle scarf.

Janice beatific in the car
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Kenneth makes our motel
reservations
We traveled a bit like modern-day nomads, not knowing where we would spend
the night. At some point during the day we would stop, my father would take out
the big Nova Scotia map, figure out which village we’d reach by evening, and call
motels to see if they had rooms for that night.
Once he made motel reservations for us from a phone nailed to a tree, in the
middle of nowhere.

My mother cared about Jimmy a great deal. They equaled each other in affection for and amusement at various things—certain
kinds of books, for instance—and they shared a keen interest in gardening. They both noted the subtleties that happened around
them, like this one.

Janice and the grasshopper
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smiles, at the wheel of an abandoned farm truck by the sea.

My father, our designated driver
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Jimmy photographs my mother and me smiling, half-facing each other—rather than facing him. Behind us rises a giant cutout, like an early Alex Katz, of a man whose chunky legs and buckled shoes are all you see. The poses my mother and I are
taking mirror the angles of the shoes. This was probably a sign at one of the outdoor fried fish and chips restaurants that dot
Maine and Canada’s east coast. Sometimes they were the only places to get something to eat for many, many miles.

My mother and I and the big legs
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Here’s one of the mysterious paths to be found there. Where would it lead us, and would we make our way back?

Goodbye, Nova Scotia
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Photo by Chris Felver
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Gerrit Henry

Jimmy
Jimmy, with
The flame in
The eye, the
Shotgun laugh,
At times, the
Hunter’s gaze
Wearing your small
Neat blue tennis
Shoes out to
Dine at Onini’s on
A stormy
Thursday night.
Random House
Just sent me
Your new
Book, and I
Devour it, Jimmy, Jim,
James Schuyler,
One of the
Few people I know
I don’t mind
Being a genius.
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Peter Davis

Help Wanted
This dude, friend of mine,
With eyes and ears and a nose, etc.
Is a person. Are you familiar with
This species? A certain mammal
With ideas about nutrition
And medicine and art.
And he invented all of that, as
If being a magician were his
Real occupation. Instead,
The occupation is James
Schuyler. My friend doesn’t
Understand though, so he stays
Up late filling out weird applications.
Never once do I know what
Happens in the interview
Because there is no interview.
James Schuyler, the employer
Says, Good day
And he calls me later only
To say that he won’t be back.
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Joanna Fuhrman

May 19, 2013
Rain turns the sky the white
of an old wedding dress. No,
it’s just any old white,
opaque, regular as an idea,
or the scent of diet
ginger ale distorted (or heightened)
by aluminum cans. Inside
I sip lukewarm coffee (strong),
write lines for a poem I’ll never
finish (shouldn’t
finish?)
In it, a young
Shirley Temple, covered in pink
dollars, snorts
powdered candy
with a round friend from
my Westchester youth.
The girls stay dry in
the middle of the public
pool.
People who see bubbles rise
may be swimming, not drowning,
Jimmy Schuyler
wrote,
but what about us kids
inside the bubble or of the bubble,
made of bubble?
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Are we moving? Floating?
Breast-stroke? Butterfly?
My tarot deck from college sits
on the coffee table Bob and I assembled
when we first shacked up.
The table’s legs are black iron
bathroom pipes, glued to a solid wood slab
and covered with ceramic tiles.
The shiny fronts of the tiles are hidden,
glued to the base. The textured undersides,
with circles in relief, are exposed, painted
various shades of blue and green.
On each illustrated card,
there’s a wrinkled post-it note
with a suggested meaning written
in messy, tiny handwriting.
On the Ace of Pentacles,
the much younger me once scribbled:
Possibility of material achivement (sic),
often $ made available to invest.
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Dear November,
I’d like to order another November
instead of you. There’s some rain
in my shoes and it’s flooding this
poem, turning all the gutters into
used-up guts. A fireman with an ancient
harpoon wanders the parallelograms
of Virgil’s internet looking to be liked.
Is there anything less lyric than
a woman in orthopedic shoes, arguing
with the bus driver about expired
transfer tickets? We had wanted to
measure the starlight directly, but
ended up needing our tongues, which
had been replaced with metal depressors
and expanding space. Other Novembers
have comelier edges. Their insides
are kind like a pudding-filled cake.
If you want to kiss them, take off
your hair and wiggle your lips
at the red leaf abyss. I tell each door
I meet to open, and magically they do,
when I push them and dangle my nosegay
in their burgeoning allergy territory.
Is that a fish jumping from the ocean
on your face? Is your memory pixilated
by longing or loss? We salvaged fragments
of radish-motif wallpaper to hide in our
pockets for when the nostalgia police
arrive to ask us for youth. It’s possible
Tom Hanks’ beard holds an oracle that
knows why your boyfriend would give
you a dead fern for your birthday instead
of a yacht. It’s possible music is glass
we forgot to look through. In another
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picture, Sigmund Freud cries over
a lake-filled ironing board, or is that
the toddler Picasso in eyeglasses and facial
hair makeup? Everything we knew is less
than we know. An elephant places his trunk
in his mouth to mimic some words in Korean.
He’s using language as a social function,
not to communicate. When we sleep,
the blue mountain lowers its head to enter
the multi-story houseboat with its giant
rocking rooms. Wink now if you believe me
and breathe in the cloud karate, sucker.
I like to defriend people. What about you?
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Alex Gildzen

I read
the Schuyler poem
abt Morris Golde
& rememberd
the time Morris
calld us whores
we were his
houseguests
on Water Island
& went to a gay bar
not coming
back “in time”
we left
next morning
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Ocean Vuong

Partly Honest Poem Reflected in
a Mirror
this face already changed/ since heavy rain left november/ too bloody to read in/ a
boy on fire/ finds a bridge and becomes/ everywhere a boy finds a bridge/ and you
decide against/ mourning the shattering of mirrors/ 8pm the last 20 bucks on a
whole cheesecake/ from junior’s (you can afford to be fancy when you’re fucked)/
eat it with plastic fork/ after being vegan/ for nearly a decade/ vandross on the
stereo muted tv/ the room pink/ with images of a bloody dictator/ my face the
shade of strawberry icing/ as i swallow my way from one war/ to another/ luther
won’t stop bombing/ the night with falsettoed i love yous/ hold the page closer/
to the glass dammit/ imagine yourself in literature/ as real life/ there should be
tears/ there should be/ a reason but all i have/ is the voice: 17 children are gunned
down in Afghanistan/ and i think: shouldn’t it be gunned up?/ isn’t the bullet also/ an
“angel-seed?” isn’t it the beginning/ of “heaven?” how dare you/ i mutter to myself
about to fall asleep/ and the face/ is only a little “prettier” than yesterday/ which is
enough/ so i step out of the dream/ into the n train doors opening the linebreak/ in
the car i finished/ schuyler’s book/ his cumshot still warm in my mouth/ the words
all blurry/ i can’t make out the secrets/ the last time someone/ borrowed him was
may 13 1981/ which makes me unhappy/ rainy mondays in the library/ reading all
the heroes who killed themselves/ trying to save/ my life/ but the pills were like/
“the teeth of some majestic god” i said/ to myself in the mirror/ said i’d make it/ to
34th st. but now i’m not sure/ what i smoked is working/ i take long hits/ cause i
don’t have healthcare/ gotta make it/ last gotta make it worth it/ a line from david
or was it tom/ and a line of that and/ the train’s too crowded/ large black coats
towering above/ i close/ the book and there/ you are: dressed/ in a schoolgirl’s
uniform back/ from the dead a handful of teeth in your palm intended as a gift/
fuck you school girl/ you don’t know shit/ you are not the cure for agoraphobia/
agoraphobia: when you wake up and the bed is a ship stranded at sea/ the door a
shore nowhere/ in sight/ barely made it to brooklyn college/ without breaking/
down hands wet again/ clutching the seats i’m sick/ and sorry/ for the blemish on
your face even/ in the dark the day brighter than/ the memory of it/ a young poet
with a mustache/ sitting in the dusty classroom says/ ocean you have an edge/ your
friend died plus/ you’re asian and i want/ to take his hand and lie down in the room/
littered with broken glass/ a coffee table axed to pieces the half-burned/ statue of a
golden buddha/ decapitated/ and filled with midnight/ instead/ i said what time is
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it? no really/ what time is it?/ then I said have you ever been fucked in the ass? no not
figuratively/ you see/ all this trouble/ just to save/ my friend (even though it’s too
late)/ i want him to be saved/ downloaded/ onto paper/ and maybe it’s 8pm there/
maybe there isn’t an ocean/ after all/ this face already changed/ maybe this is just
to say/ that it’s snowing now/ that all we have or ever had is me/ and you/ dear
reader/ meeting each other/ for the first time/ in a room as dark/ as the insides of
our bodies
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Jason Schneiderman

Porn to Watch

after James Schuyler’s “Things to Do”

Double penetration.
Femdom.
“Dawson’s thousand
load weekend.”
“The Devil in Miss Jones.”
“Jason, please
join me on cam
for the extremely
low rate of three
dollars a minute.”
Give head
in any bathroom
when approached.
Respond to all glances
of all men in the street.
And, now I think on’t,
I will keep thee backwards.
Purchase protection,
condoms,
lube, silicone based,
for heaven’s sake,
only silicone based.
Help Debbie do
Dallas. Write
a letter in support
of Linda Lovelace.
Bound Gods
of Bukkake Place.
Remind world
that Shakespeare
was not the only
playwright of
the early modern world.
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Text passages from
Edward the Second
to Republican senators.
While naked,
recite Marlowe.
Who can resist
Volpone? Celia
may be the original
anal star.
Being too open,
makes me use you thus.
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To Please and Instruct
Aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae
aut simul et iucunda et idonea dicere vitae.
		
—Horace, Ars Poetics

Poets wish either to instruct or to please or at the same time
to say things both pleasant and suited to life
The moral of this poem is fuck you.
The moral of this poem is I’m drunk.
The moral of this poem is you’re fat.
The moral of this poem is if you come after me, I will have your Hotmail account
turned off, true story.
The moral of this poem is herpes.
The moral of this poem is vodka.
The moral of this poem is I’m sorry I threw up through my nose on you in my sleep.
The moral of this poem is getting through customs without a passport.
The moral of this poem is gestalt therapy.
The moral of this poem is electroshock.
The moral of this poem is terrorists.
The moral of this poem is you like Tarantino movies because you’re stupid and I like
Tarantino moves because I’m smart.
The moral of this poem is cats that look like Hitler.
The moral of this poem is reality television.
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The moral of this poem is don’t have sex with your siblings, parents, or anyone
under eighteen, sixteen if you’re in Greece, fourteen in Denmark.
The moral of this poem is meth mouth.
The moral of this poem is gun-show loophole.
The moral of this poem is Gawker.
The moral of this poem is the two state solution.
The moral of this poem is too much rage.
The moral of this poem is rehab sucks.
The moral of this poem is your wife in the bathroom at a party with your best
friend.
The moral of this poem is rules change.
The moral of this poem is buck up.
The moral of this poem is George Washington filling his dentures with teeth
pulled from his slaves.
The moral of this poem is kill me.
The moral of this poem is drone strike.
The moral of this poem is shut up.
The moral of this poem is thong.
The moral of this poem is make me.
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RJ Gibson

Grotesquerie
Mid-June: this sky a Schuyler sky,
scalloping off toward every horizon, a blue I lack
the name for, like a shirt
I admired with stays
instead of buttons. But on this spot: what
had been a wild brown rabbit.
It wasn’t supposed to come to this.
I wanted to talk about the light, not what
it catches on, the mutability of meat. A spazz
of fritillaries: each small one the color of resin
& tobacco, spatter with a black like creosote.
These tiny busy wings: such light planes: like mica, troubling
the black-ticked fur & cotton beige gut. Who knew
brown against brown might offer surprise.
They reconverge upon the body: the skittish
& the dead. This is what the light provides us:
flit, then realight: proboscises:
drilling, rising, drilling.
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Jenny Mueller

County F and County H
Two osprey, making that
		
mewing, toylike distress of the big
birds of prey. We think they say leave,
				
perched each in a birch
staked with Private signs. County F.
And County H: Who
		
carved and staked
the sign saying WHO
		
MOVED THE MOVING
CLOUD LAKE SIGN?? The clouds
might want to know.
		
Whatever keeps escorting me
off premises. Did interior dispute
			
inside the reservation,

leave the lake itself directionless

Lac du Flambeau?
		
“Oh God,”
Brian cried, “the multiverse
of William Wordsworths. Just
imagine.” I said “I don’t know,
for every William there’s a Dorothy.”
“Thank God—it should be
		
male and female.”
Male and female
			
clouds boil in the moving
cloud lake. And what do osprey
			
see:
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Virginia Konchan

Self-Portrait as Semaphore
Schuyler, I adore the fictive tread
of your curatorial-cum-critic self:
reclining, post-war, in the
Isle of Ischia, one half of you
knows gunpowder is gunpowder
and the other half thinks it’s thunder.
Like a trapped hare gnawing its leg,
I too exist in tenebrae aeternae
outside the shuttered home
of lyric’s monoculture:
tasteless riding crop.
What is echt Virginia
beyond my use-value
to capital slum lords?
Come closer, I whisper,
stepmother to my desire:
either that, or never appear.
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Dialectic Behavioral Therapy
Life is a conversation,
not a death soliloquy,
you say? I prick a pin
into the voodoo heart
of mother, draw a horse:
blue-veined feet of Mary
instead of hooves at its feet.
while Dr. Goldstein swipes
my Visa dispassionately.
History is a shark tooth relic
tearing future’s perforated sky,
and art, a badly camouflaged
fetish of use-value to no one
save the ghost of Schuyler,
sans souci re: a tomb
as nature either buries,
or returns for, her own.
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Richard Meier

1.15.13
A figure in the attic window
a few minutes before was chipping the ice from a porch
railing inside and outside a plastic spoon I hear
clinking buttons in the dryer shared capacities and
inclinations how wonderful it is a man’s hands reflect
the light to see something that isn’t related to you
*
After dinner reading Duncan bio (resisted
Ghost Protocol) “night birds’ voices / day’s
verses” sudden urge to type Niedecker /
Kyger letters and find “unreal
as a picture” on new snowfall and in the other
letter from the same day as the snowfall
The Dancers Inherit the Party “just
arrived anonymously” January 12 1961 a book also
in the Duncan bio that year over the snow
a tripartite structure
*
a three day march and by then the ice and snow had melted in
the grass and remained only where the lake had thrown itself
into ridges along the shore the thing my brother had
described from two years before
a rural farmer from Arkansas 30 years making
crankshafts at Kenosha Motor
The Price is Right and sings to his wife
a girl from the Expeditionary School told me
a door downstairs sticks then opens the whole house
one day in the middle of May coming and going
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1.27.13
Snow behind a red curtain
in one dream on a mountain I tu
rn upside down in a second
James sings and plays guitar in a railyard then climbs through
a hole in the fence pushes him through
lying on the bed I saw the brass number plate on the
chair I’d never seen before
Bare grass, the leaves melted the snow and blew away
a train whistle was inside the sparrows’ songs and the geese
prints
stayed in the snow
A dog barely visible behind a green fence I watched a woman
shoveling in a white hat The course into these things
is altered
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Lisa Fishman

from 24 Pages, March-July 2012
Bring the throat up into the throat
it sounded like
through a broken window
5 a.m. in Ohio
4 in Wisconsin
Don’t know anyone in Ohio
Who is Cordelia
cannot heave my heart into my mouth
July 22
Olbrich Conservatory releases butterflies by the thousands
What do you think of
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Line it with slabs of bark
& mount in a shady spot
to make a butterfly box for winter
for the Clouded, the Dogface
the Cloudless Sulphur
Harvester, Hairstreaks, Spring Azure
Tropical Snout, Melissa, Atlantis
Admirals & Sisters, Cloudywings
Common Sooty Wing
Sleepy Dusky Wing
Tawny-edged, Least, Fiery, Roadside
. . . more Grass Skippers
gradually
the woodworker’s daughter
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Entire space of the forearm
under the prose and she ran
deeper and deeper into the grain or grove of the wood
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I want to include Taralie saying everything was included
Three of us on bikes, & she said it riding past
Two weeks ago we gleaned berries
James may remember
“Look with your hands not just your eyes”
I swim with
the person who taught me
his presence around me the water
Dear who asked about my father
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Ecstatic evergreens, out of the ground
over anyone
imprinted with pine debris
as far as the poem is concerned
nothing important happening
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Los Angeles, 2011
Where is the shirt taken off by the way
side of the house
thief who broke in
the night before
my levitation
down the street from an open
magnolia tree
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Jennifer Moxley

Journal Excerpts
2 March 2010 Tuesday Spring Break
More dreams about mother. This may be a recurring one: I’m at the breakfast
table at Albatross St. and I am trying to find an address card in a Rolodex. I’m
flipping through. The phone rings. I pick it up and then hear my mother’s voice
saying “hello” —or maybe “Jen.” Then the line goes dead. I try and untangle the
cordage around the kitchen table, to see if the phone got unplugged, but it is such
a jumble I can’t figure it out. I wake up and am filled with a sense of the utter
purposelessness of my life. ßthis happened in “reality,” the present.
I’m reading and adoring Schuyler’s Letters. They are making me realize
that my own prose has gone rather flat, perhaps because I am not writing letters,
and not writing in here enough, honing my descriptive powers. I haven’t been
reading good prose either, but merely, “merely”—how dare I—poetry. His letters,
at least the first 100 pages of them, are impressive precisely because they mean
to impress. He is writing to literary people, cultured people who are his equal,
and showing off a bit . . . [two sentences omitted]. Should I cultivate a new
correspondent? But who? No one will write back in this age of email.
Steve has meetings all day today and so I am doomed to be stuck in
this dark house (gray skies, gray skies). I should think it a joy, my companion
Schuyler—we could gossip and drink buttermilk together. On second thought I’ll
drink hot water. A new habit of mine. It keeps me from over-teaing. Long days
alone in this house inevitably have moments of flabbiness. Little crazy episodes
during which I compulsively check email and the TCM schedule.
We re-watched The Fisher King last night. I enjoyed it in an “I might as
well be doing something else” sort of way. I feel like I can barely tolerate the twohour movie anymore. I much prefer the hour-long television show. It’s about all
the visual entertainment I can stand.
I hadn’t realized how close I am to the end of this journal. Does that
mean I’ll have to concoct some sense of starting afresh? New journals can be so
demanding. I should go back to writing letters by hand, there really is nothing like
it—my cramp will return because I am out of practice.
I must lift today. After exhausting the Duncan trove at PennSound I
discovered Naropa. I’ve been on to Creeley lectures about Duncan. I dread the
day I have nothing more to listen to. Then lifting will be a bore, the bore that it
actually is.
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I feel very stressed about $. There is no reason to be. Yet I am anxious
with the possibility of paying off this mortgage, and for the first time being free
of that incredible draw on our monthly expenses. I must play out the scenario
that it is May, my 46th birthday, and . . . . Nothing more has happened with
Clampdown— and I simply face the same day in/day out as today, with no change,
no possibility of being propelled into something new. Like what? It is not like
recognition is going to get me a better job, or free me for all time financially. I
also find myself thinking such kudos will somehow win me the respect of my
colleagues. That’s the most foolish thought of all. Why do I want their respect?
Academia makes you small. I can feel it shrinking the size of my soul at night. A
weird cramp built out of the resentment of failed lives. This has turned ugly, I
better stop—or, like an automatic writer write “Schuyler” and hope it sets me back
in literature!
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March 5, 2010 Friday
I’m sitting out on the porch trying to soak up some sun. There hasn’t been any for
a week. I think it is only about 35º outside, but it is almost 60º in here. Jimmy
Schuyler is making me so happy—and yet also as if I have no “genius” for life. I
shouldn’t get caught up in the selfish sadness of the poetry world. It occurred
to me that the dreary politics of Bay Area Marxists was being brewed with
narcissistic sexual exploits, and all art lost as a result [I move my chair around but
have trouble keeping the sun on me]. My “March belly” is here. I’m up 5 lbs, and
as a result feel minor back pain. How tedious weight control is. But I’m not going
to let it ruin this sunny day.
The 5th season of Star Trek: TNG arrived by UPS last night and Steve
noticed it was the 91/92 season. A convergence! Everything yest. pointed me to
that year. I thought to write a poem to ’91—but I didn’t want to sit in the back of
the house, away from the sun. Also, I have trouble writing when I feel guilty about
Odette.
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March 8, 2010 Monday
Reading Alfred and Guinevere. Too great, just as I remember.
Stayed up until 11pm last night playing records. Drinking wine. Slight
regret upon waking, now dissipated.
I feel hungry more than seems reasonable given my eating habits.
Made a new 5-year plan yesterday. Less ambitious than sometimes
in terms of “worldly” goals, recognition. More ambitious in terms of personal
growth—that sounds so 70s—I mean intellectual growth.
Odette is growing up. Her play patterns are changing
Read the Intro to a book called The Pre-Raphealite Dream. Very witty—
“the 18th c. was proud of itself, the 19th c felt ashamed . . .” All I want to do lately
is read and eat. Maybe I truly am becoming Jimmy Schuyler!

Photo by Joe Brainard

James Schuyler:

Fourteen Letters to Joe Brainard
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March 20, 1967

Dear Joe,
I seem never to write letters to you any more, so I never get any from
you, so I had better get busy.
I have no news. Yes I have: Maxine accepted the poems I sent her, the
little dear, for the Paris Review. Enough of them so that they’ll appear in two
issues. I’m glad I finally know someone on a newstand-type magazine who can
bear to print my work.
Fairfield had another painting stolen from his show, the small one in
the same room as yours called the North West Wind (well, some kind of wind)
that showed the house and Peak Island seen from the Double Beaches. It was
his favorite, and he had reserved it for himself, the first time he has done that. I
think he feels very depressed about it, too much so [to] say anything about it. It
seems typically John Myers to have left small pictures in that room when one had
already been taken. Nor did he bother to call F. up and tell him about it—I heard
of it, told F., who called him. John said something like, “Oh yes, isn’t it dreadful?”
That it was in any way his fault didn’t of course occur to him. I doubt that he has
ever felt responsible for anything in his life, though his wells of self-pity are quite
bottomless. Personally I wish F. would take his pictures and go. But I haven’t said
so (sometimes I feel the temptation to be a busybody almost irresistible, but that,
too, is rather John Myersy). That’s enough about that depressing subject. Though
I did hear that Jane sold two large pictures last week, so I guess John M. isn’t all
bad. . . .
We’re girding ourselves for Easter out here. Katie is coming home
tomorrow, and on Monday I’m going in town to fetch Katherine Koch, so she and
Liz can render meals unendurable with their giggling. In some ways she’s rather
a brat, but I like her anyhow, and it’s really great for Liz to be with someone who’s
more on her imaginative level. I have the impression that most of the girls in her
fifth grade class already think of nothing but clothes and how to land a husband
who’ll put two cars in the garage.
What’s new by you? I can’t wait to see your show all spread out and
glowing on the gallery walls. Write, or send a postcard,
		
		

love,
Jimmy
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[Great Spruce Head Island
Sunset, Maine 04683]
July 17, 1968

Dear Joe,
I’m quite disappointed not to have heard from you. Are you too
traumatized by the stove to want to write to the island? I hope not.
I’m mystified, as usual, by the mail—not one of my magazines has arrived
here yet. Have any, addressed to me, gone there? I suppose I could write to the
post office directly about it, though it seems simpler to ask you first. Third class
mail can be so extraordinarily slow, though I wouldn’t have thought this slow.
Anyway, if you or Kenward would let me know, and forward anything that is there,
I would certainly appreciate it.
We had an extraordinary one day heat wave yesterday—the
thermometer shot up to an unprecedented 94, and stayed there. Now it’s sunny
and thank God an icy draught is blowing on me as I type. I really detest heat.
Everybody here is fine, Bruno most of all, except me, who has a severe
case of bum back. But I make that an excuse to spend a lot of time reading a
wonderfully beautiful book, Beyond Recall, by a 19th century German writer,
Theodore Fontane. It brings tears to my eyes, and I’m no where near the sad part
yet.
Give Kenward my love, and to you too,
		

Jimmy
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[Great Spruce Head Island
Sunset, Maine 04683]
Wed. July 12, 1901

(Prove to me it’s not 1901. Go ahead, prove it.)
Better get this in the mail this morning.
Some guests just came—a little boy about five or six (I can hear him
saying, “What a big house! It’s very messy isn’t it.” Anne: “Very messy.”), his
mother, Phyllis Wright Goodall, daughter of Dr. Kenneth Wright (who died last
spring—I think Kenward played tennis with him last summer) and her friend. I
sort of expected her friend to be a girl, but by the hair on his chinny chinny chin
he surely isn’t. He’s skinny in a caved in sort of way, long lank hair and ditto
moustache and a sailor’s middy blouse—he looks like he might belong to one of
the more inward-looking rock groups, and maybe he does—they’re here between
music festivals. Well, I’ll keep my nose open—they may be surprised tonight when
I come pitter-pattering to their bedroom door, that is, if I smell anything good
going up in smoke. Better hide my Voodoo Love Beans—some of these youngsters
stop at nothing, and three isn’t many; certainly not enough for a bash. Besides, I
now only have two. Never noticed before how irradiated with Soul and Beauty the
woods get about five in the afternoon. Funny.
I love the photograph of Slinky Joe, the Maple Corners Stud, and have
tucked it in the mirror frame, along with dewey-eyed Joe, and a picture of JA. In
return, enclosed please find—(I rather like the one Janice took of me at Niel’s
Harbor, Nova Scotia—it’s got the real squinty-eyed, lopped off below the knees
snapshot quality. Must remember to take a picture of myself in my big Panama
hat).
The girls never did go back to camping yesterday, too knocked out. What
will today bring? Right now I think they’ve gone rowing.
I hope the weather is as great there today as it is here. The blood sings in
my veins. But I can’t make out the words.
Love to Kenward. Did John and Pierre really get there? I’ve had an
infinite number of letters from him, each changing the plans outlined in the
previous letter. Am I getting fed up? You’re darn tootin’ I am. But it’s not the first
time, and I always recover. (Inconsiderate little bastard—but kinda cute.)
		
		
		

THANKS!
love,
Jimmy
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[Calais, Vermont]
Wednesday, Sept 10 (I think) 1969

Dear Joe,
Here are the banana yummies.
I’m out in the studio, with my trusty camera by my side. I’ve been taking
gray billow and sungleam pictures. You sure can call the shots—rather cool and
not one jot of sunbathing weather since you left.
Monday we went to Shelburne. It’s right outside Burlington (which we
didn’t bother with), and interesting, though not great. It’s rather dead, the way
you would expect a mummified village to be. But some nice 19th century pictures
by nobody in particular, and great quilts, lots of them, and other handwork things.
It’s more than worth a visit. And there are some very funny ladies—dozens of
them—who act as guides and guards. “I’m dying for my coffee break,” one of them
said, “and me with two Rembrandts to look at!” One lady got quite upset when I
left by the entrance rather than the exit, and alone—“Where’s your boy friend?”
I guess she thought I was decoying her while Kenward picked up some linseywooley. Another one asked us if we were interior decorators . . .
We also hit five antique shops. The nicest one—well, it wasn’t the
nicest, but had the most conventional “collectables” of good quality—was very
very expensive. But we found a few things. All I got for myself was a soup plate
in that light brown detailed pattern, called Summertime (grass stems and two
butterflies). A few not very interesting photographs and, for John, a brown willow
ware vegetable dish. Kenward got—but you’ll no doubt see what he got. We also
hit another Harrington’s (in Shelburne village) and stocked up.
We saw “Guns of the Magnificent 7”—don’t, even though it is bad
enough to be funny. I thought I had read, too, that it was good.
It’s really a very pretty day—autumnish, every shade of gray you can
think of with now and then a pure blue space, teasing but good natured.
Hope you’re having fun in Busytown, and that I’ll see you next week
(depending on when F. wants to go to Maine).
		
		

love,
Jimmy
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[155 Woodside Avenue
Amherst, Mass. 01002]
Tuesday Oct. 7
(oops—1969, of course)

Dear Joe—
Kenward is just going to buzz down to the Co-Op & try to phone you—
since I may be in NYC on Sat. night, would you do me a great favor? and pick up
the suit & jacket on the enclosed slip? Otherwise I’ll be in blue jeans from here on
in. Perhaps not such a bad idea.
The leaves are [more] beautiful than I can say, & the weather has been
unbelievably perfect—so clear—sharp as a Daguerrotype. I love it. Yesterday we
ate in [a] cute Swiss restaurant in Stowe—beef fondue—they bring you a plate
of raw chunks & a pot of hot oil, then you dip in the chunks yourself & eat them.
Fun.
I think about “I Remember” all the time—in fact I bought 2 rainbow pads
in Hardwicke just because of “I remember rainbow pads.” It’s a great work that
will last & last—in other words, it is literature.
I’m very happy that you found a studio—it sounds like a nice
neighborhood, somehow (not just because of Edwin, either)—nice looking &
anonymous.
K.G.E. has to go—see you soon—
		
		

love,
Jimmy
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[155 Woodside Avenue
Amherst, Mass. 01002]
Dec 29 1969

Dear Joe—
You sure know what will please a fellow. I’m enchanted by the box of
flowers. It’s like a wonderful private garden, always in bloom. It has some quality
of a lovely unsharable secret—like suddenly feeling very good, in a way or for a
reason that one can’t possibly explain to anyone else. When you were a kid, did
you ever read a book called “The Secret Garden”? It’s pretty terrible, but the story
turns on a locked, walled garden into which the children are forbidden to go,
though of course they do, and somehow the garden itself is a lovely image, and like
my flower box.
And I’m glad to have the photographs, & the old diary, which I’ve been
puzzling over. A great deal of it so far is about depositing checks—she gave
someone called “Meelie” $57 for Christmas—rather a large sum for this kind of
diary. Did you get it on Long Island? The only place name I’ve come across so far
is Brooklyn, where someone went for the day.
Amherst turn out to have a terrible but not unfamiliar fault—the
Medaglia d’Oro coffee runs out! We’ve been drinking something unspeakable put
out by the “Stop and Shop” people—bleh—
We’ve had ice storms and snowstorms all on top of each other. Every
twig and branch is coated with ice, and when the sun came out yesterday the effect
was like nothing I’ve ever seen before—so dazzling—I wish you could see it.
See you 12th Night.
		
		

lots of love,
Jimmy
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[on Amherst College letterhead]
		
		
		

[155 Woodside Avenue
Amherst, Mass. 01002]
May 30, 1970

Dear Joe,
Here is a very small banana joke from a Smokey Stover comic. The
cocktail napkin I thought very beautiful when I came across it somewhere
between Pultneyville and New York last Easter. And I still like it.
What beautiful weather (there too, I hope)—yesterday I was deeply sorry
not to be wheeling north with you and Kenward through the glittering leaves.
Today, on the other hand, I’m equally sorry not to be there.
See you next week. Love to Kenward and the view from the studio,
		
		

love,
Jimmy
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[Great Spruce Head Island
Sunset, Maine 04683]
July 9 1970

Dear Joe,
I want to write you a letter but I haven’t got one in me this week. But I’ll
send you this nice review of JA for sumpin’ to read.
Your last letter was a real cliff hanger: what happened? How was the 4th
of July social weekend? Did the water ever come on? Is there a leak in the dam?
Maybe there’s a place where one can buy beavers by the pair?
The Katzes are said to be coming on the mail boat today, with dog.
Wonder how Sonny (Sunny?) and Bruno will get along. I’ll bet Vincent will hate
being here with two stuck up teenage girls.
Laurence and Betsy and their Kids are here, but staying in Eliot’s house
(he’s in Africa). Betsy seems much nicer, perhaps because one doesn’t have to
confront her over a hot stove or a greasy sink.
I just finished reading my first book about baseball—Ball Four, by
Jim Bouton. I liked it. The atmosphere is distinctly sexy for one thing—very
highschool gym. But Bob Keene must think he has my number—I ordered it from
him because I read parts of it in Look (in Vt) & liked it, so he sent it, but already
giftwrapped! Fuck her.
Love to Kenward
		
and to You Hoo Too Hoo
		
Jimmy
[Enclosure: Review of The Double Dream of Spring by John Ashbery, by David
Kalstone; New York Times Book Review, July 5, 1970, pages 5 and 21.]
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[Great Spruce Head Island
Sunset, Maine 04683]
July 15 1970

Dear Joe,
Thanks for the great letters—I’m quite a schlump as a letter writer this
year, in fact, I haven’t felt very energetic this summer, period. The Katzes came
and went very quickly, and in the middle of their stay guess who came sailing in on
the mailboat, unh-huh, big jolly noisy boring Kenneth Koch. I’ve already lost my
temper with him once, but I won’t say any more. I suppose he intends to go away
some day. I thought it would be easier to get along with him, but I find watching
him try to control his temper as irritating as having him lose it. Oh well if I’m going
to complain about him to anybody I had best do it to his face. Which might be quite
a pleasure.
Otherwise—but I’m not sure there is any other wise. Laurence and Betsy
and their two kids—Leon who’s just three and baby Sarah—are on the island,
staying at Eliot’s (Eliot is in Africa). Leon is very cute and pretty, blond and chunky
with stick out cheeks. We now have conversations like: Leon: I bang you I bweak
you. Me: And I’ll break you. Leon: Don’t bweak me. I’m a new person. And I
heard him having a talk with Liz about babies, in which he asked her, “Did Bruno
come out of you?” “No, Leon,” said Liz, “he came out of his mother.” Which I don’t
think explained a thing to Leon, since he thinks Liz is his mother.
Fairfield is working up to painting a big picture, of people playing tennis.
He goes to the court and spends hours drawing and then comes home with some
most inscrutable sketches. I guess drawing the figure in motion is not all that easy.
But I’ll bet he’ll win. He’s also painting Anne on the dining porch—but I guess it’s
more the dining porch with Anne on it, since she’s rather small—and some flowers,
and a landscape, and—and—he keeps busy.
The Katzes brought Sunny, their wiggy dog, with them. He’s very cute—I
love to watch him run, first one end of the mop goes up, then the other. He got
along very well with Bruno, except he isn’t at all queer (which, in a dog, is very
abnormal) and whenever Bruno poked his nose in his crotch he gave a sharp yip
and nipped at him. Their only fight happened when Sunny by mistake got into the
kitchen while Bruno was dining. Neither of them is going to win any golden gloves,
but they made up for it with noise. Alex said it sounded like Mike Goldberg and
Norman Bluhm in the old days.
Give my love to Kenward—I’m very relieved the lake is fixed. I just
realized that what was a breeze is suddenly approaching hurricane force. What is
going on?
		
love, Jimmy
ps I’m afraid the depths (and I do mean depths) of my feelings towards K come
out in the fact that, though he says he has some very good grass, I have refused to
smoke any with him—
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[Great Spruce Head Island
Sunset, Maine 04683]
July 29 1970

Dear Joe,
Just wrapped a bundle of nuthin’ for you—some funnies and such you may
have missed. Maybe I’m taking my role of trash collector too seriously—next time
I’ll send you something bright and new and shiny. Don’t know what though, not on
this island. How about some nice used Cott root beer cans?
Fairfield has finished a beautiful big picture of the dining porch. It’s mostly
of the table and walls, but Anne is sitting (and smiling) on one side, Bruno is lying
under the table and you can see Lizzie doing dishes through the door. Though
you can’t tell who it is. But he says there are some things he’s going to change in
it—especially the view through the door into the pantry. Which I especially like—
so I went away. I think sometimes he likes his pictures to get too even. It won’t
(probably) be really changed much, but it has right now a beautiful loose frothiness
in areas it may lose. And he’s painting Katherine Koch—commissioned by Kenneth
to give to his parents. (I restrain myself from putting an exclamation point at the
end of that sentence.) So far it’s very self-conscious teenager with a funny pouty
expression on the face, and long giraffe-like legs that don’t know where to go. I
wonder if K. will like it? I doubt that his parents will—unless Kenneth gives them a
good brainwashing.
So you’ve been smoking up a storm have you. Well well. Did you take a lot
of nifty pictures of Mike and Anne?
Do you know yet when you’re going back to the city?
Have you written anything besides about the 4th of July parade?
What’s with Kenward’s musical? I mean, are the plans still on for the fall?
My name is Jimmy. What’s yours?
As you see, I’ve run out of letter.
Gonna go eat some consomme which tastes like tin can.
Love to Whippoorwill and his Marster—
		
		

love,
Jimmy
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[Great Spruce Head Island
Sunset, Maine 04683]
August 5, 1970

Dear Joe,
Let’s swap carte de visite. I enclose mine.
What a beautiful card—the tile—that is you sent me. I pinned it up in
my room right away.
No news is not good news: our threatened guests haven’t shown up,
though promised for yesterday. Anne says she doesn’t mind (making a special
dinner for non-appearers—roast lamb, you’d’ve liked it). I wonder. Oh well. No
doubt there will be some simple explanation. Let’s hope it’s convincing. Now if it
were Kenneth who had done this, I’d be mad as a wet hen. As it is I just feel rather
ho-hum about it.
I hope—for the sake of the lake & garden, I mean—you had the
tremendous rain we had the other night—an inch and 9/10th. Is that a lot? Yup.
And now we’re having the most beautiful days—the sea is a glittering blue-gray
with some invisible purple-red lines on it. And some boats waddling and skating
around.
Did I tell you how nice Katherine Koch has gotten to be? She isn’t nearly
so shy (with us, anyway), helpful and amusing. She says things that are slightly
sarcastic-funny in a Kenneth way, but she says them with a calm smile like Janice’s,
so it’s alright. She and Liz spend a lot of time strumming their guitars over the
Joan Baez song book.
About the time you met Betty Grable in dreamland, I was in the same
place, having a Hot Time with—both the Fagins! It was extremely vivid, in
all possible senses. When I woke up in the bright and innocent morning and
remembered it all, I could feel myself blushing. Some of it must have been
inspired by one of those books on Eastern erotic art. I certainly couldn’t—now or
any other time—get into such ingenious positions. I don’t think I would want to
when awake; but it sure made sleeping a treat. What’s really funny is that, though
I liked them both already, now I like them a shade more!
Well, maybe I’ll be seeing you pretty soon, which would be very nice.
Doesn’t the date August 5th make you feel the summer is racing by like a tidal rip?
		
		
		

Love to Kenward,
love,
Jimmy
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[A series of postcards, numbered 1 through 8, depicting New York City scenes,
except for number 4, the Statue of Liberty, to which is attached a typed message:
“Cool it, Joe. Big Mother is singing, I got my eye on U.”]
		
		
		

[49 South Main Street
Southampton, NY 11968
June 11, 1971]

I made a great pickup near here Wednesday [card number 1: Times
Square]—these cards. In Penn. Station. 2 for 15¢: I got me [some] for you & one
for/me & here they come. Bob did come (and how—I beg your pardon) back on
Monday. Tues. I went to NYC & back: 23 hours, or, one year-long night in air
conditioned heaven (bedroom of apt. below J.A.’s: vacant at present). We were
a [circled caption of card number 2: Trinity Church Looking Down Wall Street]
“veritable beehive”. This is the church where Norman Vincent Peale preaches
[card number 3: Marble Collegiate Church]. I would rather watch Norma Vincent
peel strip./ Bob brought me a terrific real heavy Danish silver chain from London.
Let’s split the world in two, Joe: you get the gold (all you like, that is) & I’ll take
the silver. I (really) like it best: I like polishing it, I like the patina it gets—who
else do you know who would & does go to museums just to see some old teaspoons
(this card is more like it. Nice. And mean: [Statue of Liberty] this statue has
always fascinated me. So does Saphronis Mundy. and yet I have never wanted to
make it with either of them. Funny.) I love this one [card number 5: The New
York Hilton at Rockefeller Center]: what a sky. I love this U.N.-type flat building:
they are just like the big mirrors at Gage & Tollner’s near here [card number 6: the
Promenade of Brooklyn Heights, looking toward lower Manhattan]. The last time
I was on this terrace (after, at Gage & T’s) I was talking to Anne Dunne. Driving
back to bigville we got in some heavy necking. I would like to make it with her.
She is sexy. But not right now. She is in France, for one thing. Besides, her name
is not Bob Jordan./ This is a dumb card [number 7: a view down Fifth Avenue
to the Tishman Building, 666 Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street]. But I like it. When
“666” (Tishman Building) was new John A. said “It is just like a giant skate key.”/ I
made a list-collage-remarks-& quotes-poem (?) for Trevor for final issue Juilliard. I
think it is “good”. “Not quite like anybody else.” I hope (it is like U: I got the idea
from—exclusively—you: a little bit). It’s about: U’ll C. “Dedicated to: not Bob./
I picture Bolinas just like this card [a southeast view of Midtown Manhattan at
night, showing the R.C.A. Building, Chrysler Building and Empire State Building]:
all wild tangled orderly fuchsias, roses, callas, all jam packed under a dark “tons of
forget-me-nots” sky. Bob loved yr letter & we say,
		
love,
		
Jimmy
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[On orange note paper:]
P.S. I am sending this plain mail not air mail. “Somebody” at a party said all mail
goes by air (not magazines: all letters) inside the U.S.A. nowadays. Today is Friday,
June 11. Tell (please) what day & date this gets there. I’m curious.
I’m dee-lighted you are dedicating Selected Writings to Lita. She rates
it. I see what you mean about dedicating to 5 being like a “joint letter.” To me it
was more like 5 people sharing a joint—a Brainard Bomber—and that way I can
like Ted, again. It happens at some parties. What I most don’t like—No. I am
going to drop that right there (it would be “preachy” for one thing). Also, there
is something big (good big) about him. It was very much O.K. when he called
up & said “I’m T.B. & I wanna publish your great terrific writings in my colossal
magazine C.” No, he ain’t all bad.
Say, Joe, I hope you don’t feel about “joint signatures” the way you do
about “joint letters”? They are different. I would hate to say anything to you, Joe,
like, “Tough Titty.” (I wonder what’s so bad about a nice hard firm tough tit?” I
definitely prefer them to soft lopsided squishy all-over-the-house tits. Although I
guess they too are nice.)
		
		

love,
Jimmy

		

(and Bob)

[N.B. Taped to flap of envelope is a clipping from a newspaper: “Life on Long
Island is dull, dull, dull and I’m bored, bored, bored, so could you please help me
find a place on the island that offers skydiving lessons to a 15-year-old girl.”
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[JS note: (written in a small notebook—“Blue Flax” on cover—I bought when with
Joe Brainard at a stationer’s on 14th street. Late May? I guess.)]
		
		
		

[49 South Main Street
Southampton, NY 11968
June 15, 1971

Brookhaven—a flat tire—“You got time to get coffee & a sandwich at that
stationery store—” a piss, turkey salad on white, a coke. 2 papers, News & an
inscrutable L.I. Daily something, cough drops: “Victor’s Menthol-Eucalyptus
Dual Action Cough Drops.” Cross a highway. Giant scruffy not-field backed by
shopping-center hangars. Wonder—“What’s that stuff? Tansy?” Begins to rain.
Get back on stinking bus. What is that smell? Cig smoke (mine, too), just folks,
scented soap smell, gasoline—or diesel oil?—keeps-every-hair-in-place-spraynose-destroyer effluvia. (Now on train: voice over speaker “Freeport Freeport”—
Jack off). Bus sits. We sit. I con TLS ad—“the sense of the magic of being—the
joie de vivre”1—we intuitively seek.” Out the window: more much-needed—but
not by me, not right now—rain. A concrete bench, all on its ownsome, is getting
wet. There you may sit, if you want to catch a bus in Brookhaven. On back of the
bench are stenciled the words, “Placed here by courtesy of Brookhaven Township.”
Che cortesia! che gentilezza!2 Popped a 2-grain Vallium for tired steel-spring
nerves. Sort of wish I hadn’t (damn glad I had one to pop).
It could have been worse—there was a place to buy papers, horrible
cough drops, eat (I was hungry—still am), drink a coke & piss. ‘Scuse me: “to
make water,” “to do no. 1,” “to relieve myself.” Bless Bess, I did not have “to go
chair-chair.” I prefer to shit in the privacy of the home. It may be weird, but it’s
my way.
_______
1.
(French) = Joy of Living
2.
(Italian) = What courtesy! what refinement!
P.S. That day got worse: ending up with Bob’s van dying just as we hit the Dash
homestead (11 p.m. instead of “before 9”). Bob got 1 hour sleep. I stuffed an
upper in him & shoved him on the 6:50 a.m. train. (He hates trains.) I was trying
to prove how real easy it is to drive out after work, spend the night, & drive back in
the a.m. I did not succeed. You might say I failed.
[Enclosure: three-panel comic strip. Panel 1: “Is art your bag? A young man and
woman watch a woman paint a lighthouse from the beach. The man: “Seems as
though Marie has been sloppin’ paint all summer!” The woman: “Have you taken
a look at her work lately? She’s really improved!” Panel 2: “How about writing?”
The young man gazes at a young woman perusing a manuscript. The man: “Well
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. . . It’s not the Great American Novel but writing has sure helped pass the time!”
The woman: “Don’t put it down! I really think you’re on to something!” Panel 3:
an owl and a young woman holding a dress, standing by a sewing machine. The
owl: “Everyone has a particular talent and this summer might be the time to hone
and sharpen your talent!”]
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[Greeting card: drawing of head of a basset hound with a thermometer in his
mouth and the caption: “I don’t care what you’ve got. . . .” Inside greeting:
“. . . get rid of it! and . . . Get Well Soon!” Taped to the card opposite the inside
greeting is a newspaper clipping: “(Incidentally, Johnny, I don’t like my name at
all. I’m going to change it as soon as I can. I’ve made a long list of other names to
choose from but just the other day I saw a new one on a TV program. This girl’s
first name was Merrily. It sounds like Mary-Lee but actually it’s Merrily. Do you
like it? I’ve said it over and over to myself and I think it sounds like a poem. Then
I say it with your name: Johnny and Merrily, Johnny and Merrily, Johnny and
Merrily, and that sounds even more like a poem, a beautiful poem that will never
be written.)”]

		
		
		

[49 South Main Street
Southampton, NY 11968]
Sept 23, 1971

Dear Joe—
A beautiful fresh morning, with everything moving in the breeze so that
it seems as though the sunlight is the breeze, from the way the leaves keep quickly
moving from dark to light, a day when the coolness of the air seems to come from
the sun which—let’s face it—is not all that cool. In fact it’s hot.
I spent a wonderful night (Wednesday) with Bob Jordan, each meeting
gets better & better. Out here one night we never got around to sex because we
were too busy drinking a little wine & grooving on my rock discs. I’m beginning to
have a very good collection—my top favorite at the moment is Cat Stevens’ Tea for
the Tillerman & a gospel singer named Buck [sic] Benton. But there are plenty of
others, including lots of Johnny Cash, & Bob’s all-time favorite Kris Kristofferson
(who wrote “Me & Bobby McGee”).
More soon.
		
LOVE
		
Jimmy

contributors
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in the M.F.A. in Creative Writing and Poetics.
Catherine Bowman is the author of 1-800-Hot-Ribs, Rock Farm, Notarikon, The
Plath Cabinet and the forthcoming collection Can I Finish, Please?
Shevaun Brannigan recently graduated from the Bennington M.F.A. seminars,
and has been previously published in such journals as Lumina, Calyx, and Best New
Poets 2012.
Hannah Brooks-Motl was born and raised in Wisconsin. A chapbook, The
Montaigne Result, was published in 2013 by the Song Cave and her first full-length
collection is forthcoming from Rescue Press.
Matthew Burgess teaches creative writing and composition at Brooklyn College.
He has been a poet-in-residence in New York City elementary schools since 2001,
and recently he received an award from the Fund for Poetry. His first full-length
collection, Slippers for Elsewhere, is forthcoming from UpSet Press.
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Tom Carey
Tom Carey was born in Los Angeles, California. He lived in New York for 30 years
before returning to Los Angeles in 2010. He is the author of one collection of
poems and three novels. He is currently the vicar of the Church of the Epiphany
in Lincoln Heights, California.
Doug Paul Case lives in Bloomington, where he’s an M.F.A. candidate at Indiana
University. His poems have appeared in Salt Hill, Barrow Street, The Chattahoochee
Review, and Columbia Poetry Review.
Ching-In Chen is the author of The Heart’s Traffic (Arktoi Books/Red Hen Press)
and co-editor of The Revolution Starts at Home: Confronting Intimate Violence Within
Activist Communities (South End Press). A Kundiman, Lambda and Norman Mailer
Poetry Fellow, he is also a member of the Voices of Our Nations Arts Foundation
and Macondo writing communities and editor-in-chief of cream city review. A
community organizer, he has worked in the Asian American communities of San
Francisco, Oakland, Riverside and Boston.
Shanna Compton’s books include Brink (2013), For Girls & Others (2007), Down
Spooky (2005), and several chapbooks. A book-length speculative poem called
The Seam is forthcoming next year. Her work has been widely published in
journals and anthologies, including the Best American Poetry series, the Academy of
American Poets Poem-a-Day/PoemFlow feature, Poetry Daily, Verse Daily, and three
previous issues of Court Green.
Peter Cooley has just been made the Senior Mellon Professor in the Humanities
at Tulane, where he is also Director of Creative Writing. He lives in New Orleans
and has published eight books, with his ninth due out in February 2014. It is
called Night Bus To The Afterlife and, like seven of the previous books, it will be
published by Carnegie Mellon.
William Corbett is a poet, memoirist and art writer who teaches writing at MIT.
He edited Just the Thing: Selected Letters of James Schuyler (Turtle Point Press).
Hanging Loose Press published his most recent book of poetry, The Whalen Poem.
Peter Davis’ most recent book of poetry is TINA. His previous books are Poetry!
Poetry! Poetry! and Hitler’s Mustache. He lives and teaches in Muncie, Indiana.
Connie Deanovich is the recipient of a Whiting Writer’s Award, author of Zombie
Jet and Watusi Titanic, and has been widely anthologized, most recently in Best
American Poetry 2013.
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Bill DeNoyelles is an artist, photographer and writer with work shown at
galleries and alternative art spaces in the Greater New York Metropolitan area
and at the Geoffrey Young Gallery in Great Barrington, Massachusettes. His
writing has been published in Exquisite Corpse, Big Bridge and The Journal of
the Leslie-Lohman Gay Art Foundation. He was Jimmy Schuyler’s assistant from
January 19—September 18, 1985. He currently resides in New Jersey.
Tim Dlugos (1950-1990) was a prominent younger poet who was active in both
the Mass Transit poetry scene in Washington, D.C., in the early 1970s and New
York’s downtown literary scene in the late seventies and eighties. He died of
AIDS on December 3, 1990, at the age of forty. A Fast Life: The Collected Poems of
Tim Dlugos, edited by David Trinidad, was published by Nightboat Books in 2011.
Elaine Equi’s books include Ripple Effect: New & Selected Poems, and most
recently, Click and Clone, both from Coffee House Press. She lives in New York
City and teaches at New York University and in the M.F.A. programs at the New
School and City College.
Robert Fernandez is the author of the poetry books We Are Pharaoh and Pink
Reef, both from Canarium Books. The poems in this issue are from his third
book, Crowns. Work from Crowns is also forthcoming in A Public Space.
Lisa Fishman’s most recent books are F L O W E R C A R T (Ahsahta, 2011) and
Current (Parlor Press, 2011). She lives in Orfordville, Wisconsin and teaches at
Columbia College Chicago.
Andy Fitch’s most recent book is Pop Poetics: Reframing Joe Brainard. In fall, Ugly
Duckling Presse will publish his two collections Sixty Morning Walks and Sixty
Morning Talks. For Letter Machine Editions, he currently is assembling, with
Cristiana Baik, The Letter Machine Book of Interviews. Fitch edits The Conversant
and teaches in the University of Wyoming’s M.F.A. program.
Stephanie Ford’s recent poems have appeared in Boston Review, Fence, Volt,
Colorado Review, Denver Quarterly, and in a collaborative project with artist
Charlie White titled Such Appetite (Little Brown Mushroom, 2013). She lives in
Los Angeles.
Vievee Francis is the author of Horse in the Dark (Northwestern University Press,
2012) which won the Cave Canem Northwestern University Poetry Prize for a
second collection, and Blue-Tail Fly (Wayne State University, 2006). Her work
has appeared in numerous journals, textbooks and anthologies including Best
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American Poetry 2010 and Angles of Ascent, A Norton Anthology of African American
Poetry. She is currently a Visiting Professor of Creative Writing at Warren Wilson
College on the Blue Ridge.
Joanna Fuhrman is the author of four books of poetry, most recently Pageant
(Alice James Books, 2009) and Moraine (Hanging Loose Press, 2006). Her
chapbook The Emotive Function was published by Least Weasel in 2011.
Hannah Gamble is the author of Your Invitation to a Modest Breakfast, selected
by Bernadette Mayer for the 2011 National Poetry Series and published by Fence
Books in 2012. Her craft essays, interviews, and poems can be found (or are
forthcoming from) POETRY, American Poetry Review, Gulf Coast, jubilat, and the
Poetry Foundation’s HARRIET blog.
Amy Gerstler’s most recent books of poetry include Dearest Creature, Ghost Girl,
Medicine, and Crown of Weeds. She teaches at University of California at Irvine.
RJ Gibson is the author of the chapbooks Scavenge and You Could Learn a Lot,
both from Seven Kitchens Press. Currently he is a Lecturer at West Virginia
Wesleyan College.
Alex Gildzen was born in California, grew up in Ohio and lives in New Mexico
where his garden includes transplants from California and Ohio.
Rebecca Hazelton is the author of Fair Copy and Vow. She was the 2010-11 Jay
C. and Ruth Halls Poetry Fellow at the University of Wisconsin, Madison Creative
Writing Institute and winner of the “Discovery” / Boston Review 2012 Poetry
Contest. Her poems have appeared in AGNI, The Southern Review, Boston Review,
Best New Poets 2011, and Best American Poetry 2013.
Gerrit Henry (1950-2003) is the author of three books of poetry: The lecturer’s
Aria (Groundwater Press, 1989), The Mirrored Clubs of Hell (Little, Brown and
Company, 1991), and Couplets and Ballades (Dolphin Press, 1998). He was a
contributing editor for Art News and wrote regularly for Art in America.
George Kalamaras is the author of six full-length books of poetry, and seven
chapbooks, including Symposium on the Body’s Left Side, Your Own Ox-Head
Mask as Proof, The Recumbent Galaxy (co-authored with Alvaro Cardona-Hine),
Kingdom of Throat-Stuck Luck, winner of the Elixir Press Poetry Contest, and
The Mining Camps of the Mouth, winner of the New Michigan Press/Diagram
Chapbook Contest. He is Professor of English at Indiana University-Purdue
University Fort Wayne, where he has taught since 1990.
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Vincent Katz is a poet and translator. He is the author of eleven books of poetry,
including Cabal of Zealots, Pearl (with art by Tabboo!), Understanding Objects,
Judge (with art by Wayne Gonzales), and Alcuni Telefonini (with watercolors by
Francesco Clemente). He lives and works in New York City.
Nathan Kernan is a writer and poet who lives in New York. He is writing a
biography of James Schuyler.
Becca Klaver is the author of the poetry collection LA Liminal (Kore Press, 2010)
and several chapbooks, including Merrily, Merrily (Lame House Press, 2013)
and Nonstop Pop (Bloof Books, 2013). She received her M.F.A. from Columbia
College Chicago, and is currently a Ph.D. student at Rutgers University, where
she’s writing a dissertation on contemporary experimental women’s poetry,
feminism, and the everyday.
Katherine Koch is a painter living in Brooklyn, New York, who has shown her
work in the United States and in Europe. She is writing a memoir about growing
up in Greenwich Village with her father, the poet Kenneth Koch, and his circle of
New York School poets and artists, including, of course, James Schuyler.
Virginia Konchan’s poems have appeared in Best New Poets, The Believer, The
New Yorker, and The New Republic, her criticism in Workplace: A Journal for
Academic Labor, Quarterly Conversation, Barzakh Magazine, and Boston Review,
and her fiction in StoryQuarterly and Joyland, among other places. Co-founder
of Matter, a journal of poetry and political commentary, Virginia is pursuing her
Ph.D. in the Program for Writers at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Michael Lally has twenty-seven books published since 1970—e.g. March
18th, 2003 (Libellum/Charta) and two CDs—e.g. Lost Angels (Monomania
Records). He has several awards including a 2000 American Book Award for
It’s Not Nostalgia (Black Sparrow). He writes poetry every day while also having
worked as musician, journalist, teacher, newspaper critic and columnist, editor,
publisher, TV and film actor, chauffer, screenwriter and script “doctor” etc.
Christine Larusso is a recent graduate of NYU’s Creative Writing Program. Her
work has appeared in Narrative, The Awl, DIAGRAM, and the Mark Doty-edited
anthology, New Voices, published by the Academy of American Poets. She lives
in Brooklyn.
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Josh Lefkowitz is a graduate from the University of Michigan, where he received
The Hopwood Award for Poetry. His poems and essays have been published in
Conduit, The Rumpus, Open Letters Monthly, and elsewhere. Additionally, he has
performed a pair autobiographical theatrical monologues in theaters and spaces
across the country, as well as recorded humorous essays for NPR’s All Things
Considered and BBC’s Americana.
Chip Livingston is the author of the short story collection NAMING CEREMONY
and two volumes of poetry, Crow Blue, and Crow Black and Museum of False Starts.
Chip teaches in the low-residency M.F.A. program at the Institute of American
Indian Arts, for Gotham Writers Workshops, and in private classes online.
Michael David Madonick teaches creative writing at the University of Illinois.
He is the poetry editor of Ninth Letter. His second book, Bulrushes, was recently
published by The Backwaters Press, Nebraska.
Cate Marvin’s third book of poems, Oracle, is forthcoming from Norton in 2014.
She is Professor of English at the College of Staten Island, City University of New
York, and co-directs VIDA: Women in Literary Arts.
Richard Meier is the author of three books of poetry, the most recent being In
the Pure Block of the Whole Imaginary (Omnidawn, 2012). New work appears
most recently in Lana Turner Journal and cannot exist. He is writer-in-residence at
Carthage College and lives in Madison and Chicago.
Jennifer Moxley is the author of several books of poetry, prose, and translation.
Her most recent book is There Are Things We Live Among: Essays On the Object World
(Flood, 2012). She teaches poetry and poetics at the University of Maine.
Jenny Mueller lives in St. Louis and teaches at McKendree University. New work
is forthcoming in Colorado Review, and appeared most recently in Crazyhorse.
Nick Narbutas, born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area, is currently in
the M.F.A. Poetry program at Columbia University, a member of the poetry board
for Columbia: A Journal of Literature and Art, and the social media intern for Wave
Books. His poems have also appeared or are forthcoming in Columbia Poetry
Review, Ghost Proposal, and The Journal.
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Charles North’s most recent book, What It Is Like: New and Selected Poems (Turtle
Point/Hanging Loose), headed NPR’s list of Best Poetry Books of 2011.
Margot Pappas lives in Gloucester, Massachusetts. Her poems have appeared in
Tuesday; An Art Project and other issues of Court Green.
Catherine Pierce is the author of two books of poems, The Girls of Peculiar
(Saturnalia, 2012) and Famous Last Words (Saturnalia, 2008). Her poems have
appeared in Best American Poetry, Slate, Boston Review, Ploughshares, FIELD, and
elsewhere. She is an associate professor at Mississippi State University, where she
co-directs the creative writing program.
Deborah Poe’s books include the last will be stone, too (Stockport Flats Press),
Hélène (Furniture Press), Elements (Stockport Flats), and Our Parenthetical
Ontology (Custom Words). She has several published chapbooks, most recently
Keep (above/ground press, 2012). She is assistant professor of English at Pace
University, where she curates the annual Handmade/Homemade Exhibit.
D. A. Powell’s most recent book is Useless Landscape, or A Guide for Boys. He lives
in San Francisco.
Ethel Rackin is the author of the The Forever Notes (Parlor Press, 2012). Her
poems have appeared in journals such as The American Poetry Review, Colorado
Review, Evergreen Review, Verse Daily, and Volt. She has taught creative writing
and literature at Penn State Brandywine, Haverford College, and Bucks County
Community College in Pennsylvania, where she is currently an associate professor.
Rob Schlegel is the author of The Lesser Fields (Center for Literary Publishing,
2009), and January Machine (Four Way Books, 2014). With the poet Daniel
Poppick, he serves as co-editor of The Catenary Press, which is dedicated to
publishing long poems. His writing has appeared in Boston Review, Jacket2, New
American Writing, The Volta, and elsewhere.
Jason Schneiderman is the author of two volumes of poetry: Sublimation Point
(Four Way Books) and Striking Surface (Ashland Poetry Press). He is an Assistant
Professor of English at the Borough of Manhattan Community College.
Jennifer Schomburg Kanke is a doctoral candidate at Florida State University.
Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Pleiades, Prairie Schooner, Fugue, The
Tampa Review, and The Laurel Review. She currently serves as the Poetry Editor for
The Southeast Review.
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James Schuyler (1923-1991) was a central figure in the New York School,
along with poets John Ashbery, Frank O’Hara, Kenneth Koch, and Barbara
Guest. He received the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1981 for his collection
The Morning of the Poem. His Collected Poems was published in 1993 and Other
Flowers: Uncollected Poems in 2010.
Sean Singer’s first book Discography won the Yale Series of Younger Poets
Prize. He has a Ph.D. in American Studies from Rutgers-Newark. He lives in
New York City.
Aaron Smith is the author of Appetite and Blue on Blue Ground, both published
by the University of Pittsburgh Press. He is Assistant Professor in Creative
Writing at Lesley University in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
In the early 1980s, Ed Smith (1957-2005) was involved in the Beyond
Baroque literary scene in Venice, California, that included Dennis Cooper,
Bob Flanagan, Amy Gerstler, and David Trinidad. His books of poetry are
Fantasyworld (1983) and Tim’s Bunnies (1988), both published by Cold Calm
Press. His work also appeared in Barney, Mirage, Santa Monica Review, Shiny
International, and in the anthology Poetry Loves Poetry: An Anthology of Los
Angeles Poets (Momentum Press, 1985). His papers are housed at New York
University’s Fales Library.
Gail Swanlund lives in Los Angeles. Her career treads the dual path of
academics and the practice of design as art form. A full time faculty member
and former co-director of the design program at CalArts, Swanlund also holds
a seat on the board of DesignInquiry, a non-profit educational collective.
Nick Twemlow’s first book of poems, Palm Trees, won the 2013 Norma Farber
First Book Award from the Poetry Society of America. He coedits Canarium
Books and teaches poetry and film at Coe College.
Lee Upton’s most recent book is Swallowing the Sea: On Writing & Ambition
Boredom Purity & Secrecy. A collection of her short stories, The Tao of
Humiliation, is forthcoming in 2014 from BOA Editions.
Ocean Vuong is a recipient of a 2014 Pushcart Prize. Other honors include
fellowships from Kundiman, Poets House, and the Saltonstall Foundation for
the Arts, as well as the 2012 Stanley Kunitz Prize for Younger Poets and an
Academy of American Poets Prize. Poems appear in American Poetry Review,
Crab Orchard Review, Quarterly West, Denver Quarterly, Guernica, among others.
He lives in Queens, New York.
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Joshua Young is the author of When the Wolves Quit: A Play-in-Verse (Gold
Wake Press), To the Chapel of Light (Mud Luscious Press), and with Chas
Hoppe, The Diegesis (Gold Wake Press), as well as the forthcoming THE HOLY
GHOST PEOPLE (Plays Inverse, 2014). He is the Associate Director of Poetry &
Nonfiction at Columbia College Chicago.
Rachel Zucker is the author of several books of poetry, including the
forthcoming The Pedestrians (Wave Books, 2014), which was deeply inspired by
James Schuyler’s poems and prose. Her memoir MOTHERs will be published by
Counterpath in 2013.
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Call for Submissions
Court Green 12
2015
Dossier: On the Occasion of . . .
Each issue of Court Green features a dossier on a special topic or theme. Our
twelfth issue will feature poems “on the occasion of . . .” We are looking for poems
that revisit the art of the occasional poem with expectations that conventional uses
of the form be broadened, challenged even. All styles and subjects are welcome.
Submissions for the regular and dossier (On the Occasion of . . .) sections can be
sent during our submission period, March 1 through June 30, 2014 to: Editors,
Court Green, Department of Creative Writing, Columbia College, 600 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605. Email submissions are not accepted at
this time. Complete submission guidelines can be viewed on our website at:
http://www.colum.edu/courtgreen/

